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Abstract

Campus on Two Wheels:
Increasing bicycle mode share on the UT-Austin campus

Elizabeth Mae Rosenbarger, M.S.C.R.P.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2012

Supervisor: Sarah Dooling

This research report examines infrastructure strategies to increase the bicycle
commute mode share. By analyzing existing conditions and results from on-campus
participatory events, recommendations to improve and increase bicycling at the
University of Texas at Austin campus are proposed. This report includes a literature
review of sustainable transportation and university campuses, bicycle infrastructure best
practices, bicyclist route preferences, evaluations of bicycle infrastructure, the role of
bicycling in past master plans at the UT-Austin campus, and bicycling in other
university’s plans. Existing conditions analyze the characteristics of streets in and around
campus and data from the Bike-UT survey is discussed. Participatory research events are
described and their findings analyzed to better understand how current bicyclists perceive
spaces on campus and make their route choices. Finally, considering best practices,
existing conditions, and findings from campus research events, recommendations are
proposed to increase the bicycle mode share on the UT-Austin campus.
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Chapter I: Introduction
CONTEXT AND RELEVANCE
The University of Texas at Austin is currently developing a new campus master
plan. The overall goal of the campus master plan is to promote environmental
sustainability and encourage environmentally conscious decisions on campus. While
sustainability can be considered an imprecise term, here it signifies reducing carbon
emissions. With the master plan’s efforts to reduce carbon emissions for the entire UTAustin campus, transportation is a great place to start. Transportation is consistently
ranked among university’s top three sources of carbon emissions (Bonham & Koth,
2010). The UT-Austin campus is no exception with approximately 65,000 people
commuting to the campus regularly, if not daily. While the UT campus is a multi-modal
environment with pedestrians, bicyclists, public transit, campus carts, and personal
vehicles, 35% of campus users drive alone to campus. If 5% of drive alone commuters
switched to another mode, it would result in 3,250 fewer cars from the road. For a city
constantly lamenting its traffic congestion, this number is significant.
This report focuses on bicycle transportation both to and within campus.
Increasing bicycle mode share is one mechanism for promoting environmental
sustainability. This information can be useful to the master plan consultants and other
campus entities. Using bicycles as a means of transportation reduces carbon emissions,
among other benefits, which corresponds with the master plan’s goal of campus
environmental sustainability. Thus, research regarding bicycling and the University of
Texas at Austin campus can function as one step in achieving the plan’s goal of increased
sustainability.
Walking, using public transit, and carpooling each represent other transportation
modes that reduce carbon emissions compared with single-occupancy driving.
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Researching each mode and creating a comprehensive strategy to increase mode shares
for all forms of alternative transportation would be valuable to the university. Only
bicycling is the focus of this report because it has zero-emissions and travels farther and
faster than walking.
Finally, this report focuses on bicycling because there is a lack of research
regarding the UT-Austin campus and bicycling. In recent years, bicycling has gained
popularity as a transportation mode, especially among students. The city of Austin is
generally considered a bicycle-friendly city. However, after applying to be considered a
Bicycle Friendly University, the University of Texas application was denied by the
League of American Cyclists. Clearly, campus could be doing more to understand,
accommodate, and encourage bicycling. Information on how bicyclists get to and around
campus is not available for UT Austin’s campus. As the campus Master Plan is being
developed, information about bicyclists, bicyclists’ behavior, and bicyclists' motivations
could aid in the development of a plan that accounts for diverse transportation users.
BICYCLING DEFINED
Throughout this report the terms “bicycling” and “bicyclist” are purposefully
utilized as opposed to “cycling” and “cyclist.” Cycling is defined as “the act or sport of
riding or traveling by bicycle, motorcycle, etc.” whereas bicycling is defined “to ride a
bicycle,” (Dictionary.com, 2012). The term bicycling and bicyclist are utilized to
distinguish cycling for sport or riding any other vehicle such as a motorcycle or tricycle.
Thus, bicycling is here defined as a riding a bicycle for the purpose of transportation.
Unless otherwise noted “campus” refers to the UT-Austin main campus.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
This report focuses on the following research question:
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What are some design strategies to increase bike mode share on the UTAustin campus that support the vision of sustainability as defined by the
campus master plan?

In order to understand and analyze design strategies to increase bicycling on
campus, this report investigates the following questions:


What are the common problematic areas on campus in terms of bicycling?



Where do most campus bicyclists enter campus?



What are the main considerations of campus bicyclists regarding their
route choices?

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTERS
The following chapter presents a brief literature review focusing on university
campuses as unique spaces, bicycles as an ideal fit for universities, best practices in
bicycle infrastructure, and bicyclists route preference research. The third chapter
discusses this reports research methods in terms of participatory events held on the UTAustin campus and various data collected from these events. Chapter Four presents
campus existing conditions with information gathered from research conducted by other
campus entities. Chapter Five presents and analyzes the findings from the participatory
research events. Taking the findings into consideration, Chapter Six presents two levels
of recommendations the UT-Austin campus could implement to increase bicycling mode
share. Finally, Chapter Seven includes conclusions and suggestions for future research.
POSITIONALITY
I am a bicyclist. Because of bicycling’s environmental and health benefits
compared with driving, it is my opinion that cities should actively encourage this mode of
transportation. For over-half a century, cities have actively accommodated and
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encouraged driving through infrastructure and design. The results of designing for
automobiles have been devastating to cities. I think it is time to reexamine how cities
view transportation and how infrastructure and design result in encouraging and
accommodating transportation modes.
This research report provided me the opportunity to learn more about integrating
bicycling into cities by conducting participatory research, organizing public engagement
events, developing a research process, and analyzing the data. Each experience in this
process relates to my future career goals of working with the public to plan and
implement bicycle and pedestrian projects. I hope to utilize research, best practices, and
public input to design and implement bicycle and pedestrian facilities that increase active
transportation mode shares.
Finally, this research is meaningful to me because, I hope for practitioners and the
public to view transportation planning decisions, as they are reflected in street design, as
a representation of values and public priorities. Sustainable transportation planning
should not be an after-thought to any development or redevelopment; instead, providing
more options such as public transit, bicycling, and walking should be considered first and
throughout all stages of the planning and development process.
INFRASTRUCTURE AND DESIGN
This report focuses on the role of infrastructure and design to increase bicycle
mode share. However, there are many approaches to increasing and encouraging
bicycling such as education, transportation demand management strategies, and policies.
These other strategies are not included due to lack of time. A true comprehensive strategy
to increase bicycling would include elements from each of these categories. Furthermore,
this report focuses specifically on bicycle infrastructure travel facilities for paths and
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intersection. As there are many resources on bicycle parking and design standards, it
seemed unnecessary to replicate those efforts here.
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Chapter II: Literature Review
ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY, UNIVERSITY CAMPUSES, AND THE ROLE OF
BICYCLES
Many university campuses are seeking to implement policies and practices that
promote environmental sustainability. This focus on campus sustainability has been
referred to as the “greening of the ivory tower” (Balsas, 2003). However, despite the
popularity of the topic of sustainability and the unique capabilities of university campuses
to implement policies that effect and potentially change the behavior of thousands of
students, little scholarly research has focused on increasing the number of bicycle
commuters on and to college campuses. Bicycle facility design research has been within
the scale of cities. Researching the best practices, designs, and policies to increase bicycle
mode share on the city scale provides evidence as to how bicycling might be best
encouraged on a university campus. However, universities are special spaces that exhibit
unique characteristics, providing both challenges and benefits to increasing bicycle mode
shares.
CAMPUSES: UNIQUE LEARNING SPACES OR SMALL CITIES?
University campuses are unique spaces due to the density of people, the similarity
in age group, and the common educational purpose. Because of these characteristics,
planning a university campus poses certain challenges based on different perspectives of
how a campus should function. While campuses are created and planned by architects
and planners, little research focuses on campuses as learning spaces. “Consideration of
space in higher education has commonly taken place either in the context of space
planning, or as part of campus master planning and architecture, rather than being seen as
a resource to be managed as an integral part of teaching and learning, and research
activities” (Temple, 2008). Temple’s emphasis of campus as a learning space varies from
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the traditional, Jeffersonian perspective of a campus as small community brought
together by academic pursuits, and functioning as an academic village (Burns, 2001).
The Jeffersonian “Academical Village” aimed to be a place with “the essential attributes
of a city” (Burns, 2001).
Balsas (2003) views the campus as adhering “to the basic principles of the neotraditional town, since it concentrates a variety of functions within reach of pedestrians.”
However, in reality, many campuses adhere to the principles of traditional town, but with
the exception that instead of a town with diverse residents, campus towns are comprised
of thousands of students, generally within the ages of 18 to 24, who are all pursuing their
education. As a result, “the physical design of the campus makes a fundamental
contribution to the pursuit of academic excellence” (Burns, 2001). However, Burns
notion of the physical campus space promoting excellence comes from his education and
experience in architecture.
While the discrepancy may seem minor, it is important to note the differences in
how to approach a campus plan—viewing all spaces on campus from the perspective of
what is best in promoting a learning environment or rather, considering the campus a
small community that requires spaces for movement and interactions that may or may not
promote students’ education. According to the U.S. Department of Labor, “in higher
education, most of what a student learns is learned outside the classroom—up to 70
percent… yet we spend very little, if any, time worrying about or designing appropriate
learning environments outside classrooms” (Zaiser, 2010).
Considering that amount of learning that takes place outside the confines of
classrooms, it is important to reflect on how spaces could contribute or detract from
students’ ability to learn. “Tolley (1996) argues that the major environmental impacts of
transportation on college campuses include disturbance to teaching, loss of natural
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environment and greenery, despoliation of the visual environment by parking provision,
and health effects on staff and students” (Balsas, 2003).
In Robert Burns’ principles for improving campus design, transportation is
included as number seven among a list of nine recommendations. Burns argues, “The
automobile should be tamed. Parking lots, campus streets, and military-style checkpoints
are the cancers of the modern university, and their cumulative effect is to deflate the
human spirit and endanger, or at the least, inconvenience the campus pedestrian. Because
the auto will be with us for years to come, well-located parking structures and, where
feasible, more intensive use of public transit will be necessary to minimize its negative
impact” (Burns, 2001).
BICYCLES—A SUSTAINABLE FIT FOR CAMPUSES
While Jefferson may have envisioned a university campus as an academic village
and this vision remains active for many universities in the U.S., one important aspect has
changed—housing. Now, only a portion of the members of the campus community reside
on campus—freshman students. Fewer students residing on campus, more students and
faculty living off campus, and increasing enrollment results in more people commuting to
college campuses on a daily basis. “In many communities, college campuses are very
often among the area’s largest employers. They have their own energy plants and water
treatment facilities. Besides energy, water and waste, college campuses are also major
traffic generators, which require extensive parking areas” (Balsas, 2003).
Transportation is a derived demand—derived from the need to be someplace.
Thousands of people need to be on campus each day for work, for class, or both.
Providing and encouraging sustainable transportation is one way the university can work
to promote sustainability and green the ivory tower. “There is increasing interest among
colleges and universities in ways to combat local congestion, reduce contributions to
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greenhouse gases, and provide leadership in sustainable development” (Akar & Clifton,
2009).
Bicycling is one form of sustainable transportation that universities could work to
promote. While walking tends to be the dominant selected mode within the campus
space, bicycling can be used as a zero-emissions mode for students to commute to
campus. “In practical terms, cyclists can move further and faster than pedestrians, making
cycling more viable than walking as a mode of getting about in places that are large and
with dispersed development” (Forsyth & Krizek, 2011). Similarly, Dill notes, “bicycling
may have a greater potential to substitute for motorized vehicle trips because of its faster
speed and ability to cover greater distances” (Dill, 2009)
Akar and Clifton find that bicycling is particularly well suited for college
students. “Bicycles have low access costs and moderate travel speeds and provide
flexibility in departure time compared with transit modes” (Akar & Clifton, 2009).
Additionally, bicycling is a form of exercise that results in health benefits for the user and
zero-emissions for the environment. The low access costs often “appeal to younger and
more cost-conscious students, who tend to live near campus” (Akar & Clifton, 2009).
However, despite the known benefits, “bicycles remain low in terms of the percentage of
bicycle trips on many U.S. campuses” (Akar & Clifton, 2009).
Transportation is consistently within the top-three carbon generators on university
campuses (Bonham & Koth, 2010). By increasing the mode share of bicycles and
reducing the mode share of single occupancy drivers, university campuses have the
opportunity to reduce carbon emissions and promote campus sustainability efforts. In
order to accomplish a behavioral switch from single-occupancy driving to bicycling,
university campuses must adopt design strategies and best practices to make bicycling a
more appealing choice.
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In addition to contributing to environmental efforts on campus, research suggests
students can continue these practices beyond the confines of the campus and after their
college years. Thus, if campuses work toward changing behavior of college-students,
they are more likely to carry these healthy habits into adulthood. “One aspect often
overlooked by campus administrations and planners is
the college’s potential to affect not only the transportation behavior of the campus
population in the present but also the transportation habits and the environmental
awareness that students can develop in the long term, as ‘they will progress to
occupy influential roles in government, companies or other organizations,’
(Balsas, 2003).
BEST PRACTICES IN DESIGNING BICYCLE INFRASTRUCTURE
Deciding what bicycle infrastructure is best for a specific situation depends on the
context. First, varying levels of experience among bicyclists result in different design and
infrastructure preferences. Second, the space must be analyzed in consideration of the
context; analyzing existing conditions can result in different recommendations. This
analysis should take into consideration current conditions and restraints from multi-modal
users to existing right-of-way. Third, clear goals for the space must be defined—what is
the design hoping to achieve and for whom? Thus, while best practices in designing
bicycle infrastructure are being implemented in cities across the U.S. and studied in the
literature, it is still important to analyze, consider, and understand the site-specific
context of where they will be applied.
Bicyclists’ Characteristics and Level of Experience
A bicyclists’ level of experience is an important consideration when examining
best practices, implementing bicycle infrastructure, and setting goals for the use of the
infrastructure.

Regular, commuter bicyclists are generally more confident and

comfortable riding in traffic with motor vehicles or on major roads, compared with
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inexperienced bicyclists (Winters & Teschke, 2010) (Dill, 2009) (Pucher, Dill, & Handy,
2010). Several studies have considered the characteristics of the cyclists and their level
of experience. These studies generally find differences in men and women, and that
commuter cyclists are less likely to go out of their way for a “better” facility. “More
experienced cyclists preferred on-street lanes to bike paths. These cyclists appear less
willing to trade off the additional time required to access separated paths, presumably
because they feel more confident bicycling closer to motor vehicle traffic” (Pucher, Dill,
& Handy, 2010). Dill’s study had the same results, “bicycle commuters diverted very
little from the shortest path and preferred not to ride on paths or trails… Infrequent
bicyclists were more likely to want more bike paths rather than lanes” (2009).
Recent studies also point to the role gender plays in route selection, bicycling
comfort, and perceptions of safety (Pucher, Buehler, & Seinen, 2011). “If you want to
know if an urban environment supports cycling, you can forget about all the detailed
‘bikeability indexes’—just measure the proportion of cyclists who are female” (Baker,
2009). Men are more likely to bicycle than women who are more averse to risk than men.
“In the cycling arena, that risk aversion translates into increased demand for safe bike
infrastructure as a prerequisite for riding” (Baker, 2009). Thus, some studies suggest that
to make bicycling more popular, facilities need to be designed to accommodate women,
who are considered an indicator species (Baker, 2009) (Pucher, Dill, & Handy, 2010).
Thus a bicyclist’s, or a potential bicyclist’s, gender and level of experience play
important roles in determining which type of infrastructure is preferred and which types a
potential bicyclist is willing to try. Therefore, determining the goals of the infrastructure
is an important first step as different bicycle facility designs attract and/or accommodate
different bicyclists.
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Sharrows, Bike Lanes, Separated Lanes, and Separated Paths
A sharrow is another term for a shared lane marking (SLMs), which is not a
bicycle facility but rather a pavement marking (NACTO, 2011). Sharrows are symbols
painted on the road, within a regular vehicle travel lane. A sharrow symbol is a bicycle
with two arrows above it, pointing in the same direction as traffic. Rather than providing
bicyclists with their own lane, sharrows serve two purposes. First, a shared lane marking
serves to draw attention to motorists that bicycles can be expected and are permitted in
the lane. Second, sharrows communicate to bicyclists the proper location to bike within
the lane in order to avoid opening car doors and most visible to motorists. Shared lane
markings are recommended on streets where the speed limit is less than 25 miles per
hour. Streets with speed limits above 35 miles per hour are considered inappropriate for
sharrows.
Conventional bike lanes are bicycle facilities built, or rather painted, on roads
designed for automobile traffic. Bicycle lanes are painted on the road to delineate a space
where only bicycles are permitted to travel, in the same direction of traffic, and generally
along the right side roadway (with the exception of left-side bike lanes on one-way
streets) (NACTO, 2011) (Pucher, Dill, & Handy, 2010). Bike lanes are recommended to
be a minimum of five feet wide with a solid white lane dividing the bike lane from
automobile traffic and a bicycle symbol in the middle (NACTO, 2011). Existing
roadways can be redesigned to include bike lanes or roads can be designed and built with
bike lanes. On-road bicycle lanes are not separated from motor vehicle traffic with a
physical barrier.
While conventional bike lanes are on the right side of the street, left-side bike
lanes are also an option available for limited situations. “Left-side bike lanes offer
advantages along streets with heavy delivery or transit use, frequent parking turnover on
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the right side, or other potential conflicts that could be associated with right-side bicycle
lanes,” (NACTO, 2011). Left-side bike lanes can be utilized on one-way streets or when
a two-way street is divided with a median. Conventional bike lane standards apply to
left-side bike lanes (NACTO, 2011).
Contra-flow lanes are bikes lane on one-way streets that allow bicycles to travel
in opposition to traffic (Pucher, Dill, & Handy, 2010). “They convert a one-way traffic
street into a two-way street: one direction for motor vehicles and bikes, and the other for
bikes only,” (NACTO, 2011). Contra-flow lanes are separated from opposing traffic with
solid, double yellow lines (NACTO, 2011).
Buffered bicycle lanes have the same design standards as conventional bicycle
lanes but include a “designated buffered space separating the bicycle lane from the
adjacent motor vehicle travel lane and/or parking lane” (NACTO, 2011). Buffered bike
lanes can be applied to any street where a conventional bicycle lane is considered
appropriate; additionally, buffered lanes can be utilized on streets with higher volumes of
automobile traffic, higher speed limits, or to provide additional space between the bike
lanes and parking lane. The buffer should be a minimum of two feet (NACTO, 2011).
Protected cycle tracks are also bike lanes built on roadways with motor vehicle
traffic; however, protected cycle tracks include a physical barrier between bicyclists and
automobiles (NACTO, 2011) (Pucher, Dill, & Handy, 2010). Protected cycle tracks can
be one-way or two-way and can utilize elevation and/or texture to differentiate the lane.
“Street level cycle tracks are also known as on-street bike paths in New York City,”
(NACTO, 2011). Cycle tracks are for bicyclists only and should be a minimum of five
feet wide, although seven feet is preferable on streets with higher volumes of bike traffic
(NACTO, 2011) (Pucher, Dill, & Handy, 2010).
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The buffer separation must be a

minimum of three feet and a variety of materials can be used to create the separation—a
parking lane, bollards, pylons, curbs, trees, etc. (NACTO, 2011).
Off-street paths can be multi-use paths for bicyclists, pedestrians, and other users
to share, or off-street paths can be for exclusive bicycle use. The key characteristics are
that off-street paths exclude motor vehicles and are paved, as opposed to trails (Pucher,
Dill, & Handy, 2010). Multiuse paths generally include markings to separate bicyclists
from other users traveling at slower speeds (Pucher, Dill, & Handy, 2010).
Other bicycle route facilities include bicycle boulevards, shared bus/bike lanes,
signed bicycle routes, and colored lanes. Bicycle boulevards are “signed bicycle routes,
usually on low-traffic streets, that also include other traffic-calming features that
discourage motor vehicle traffic, such as speed bumps, diverters, and traffic circle,”
(Pucher, Dill, & Handy, 2010). Bicycle boulevards can also include shared lane
markings. Shared bus/bike lanes are lanes exclusively for buses that also allow bicycles,
generally in downtown environments (Pucher, Dill, & Handy, 2010). Signed bicycle
routes can be combined with almost any of the other bicycle facilities. In the bicycle
infrastructure review conducted by Pucher et al, signed bicycle routes did not include
roads with designated bike lanes or shared lane markings. Although Pucher et al
recognize colored lanes in a table on “Travel-related infrastructure for bicycling” as a
form of bicycle infrastructure; however, colored lanes are more of an infrastructure
enhancement. Colored lanes can be utilized with bikes lanes, cycle tracks, or to draw
attention to specific conflict areas (NACTO, 2011). Green is the color of choice for
colored bike lanes, and should be used either in a conflict area, between conflict areas, or
both, but “whichever approach is preferred, it is important to be consistent,” (NACTO,
2011).
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Intersection Bicycle Facilities
Intersection bicycle facilities direct bicyclists where they should be located as
well as alert motorists to the presence, location, and expected behavior of bicyclists. Most
intersection facilities aim to increase safety at intersections by “heightening the level of
visibility, denoting a clear right-of-way, and facilitating eye contact and awareness with
competing modes,” (NACTO, 2011). NACTO recommended intersection facilities
include: bike boxes, intersection crossing markings, two-stage turn queue boxes, median
refuge islands, through bike lanes, combined bike lane/turn lane, and cycle track
intersection approach.
Bike boxes are designated areas “at the head of a traffic lane at a signalized
intersection that provide bicyclists with a safe and visible way to get ahead of queuing
traffic during the red signal phase,” (NACTO, 2011). According to an evaluation of bike
boxes in Oregon, 77% of bicyclists felt safer in intersections with bike boxes (NACTO,
2011). Bike boxes allow bicyclists that arrive during the red phase to travel to the front of
the traffic queue, waiting at the red light. By moving bicyclists to the front of the line,
they are more visible and predictable to motorists, bicyclists avoid breathing exhaust as
they wait in the queue, and pedestrians “benefit from reduced vehicle encroachment into
the crosswalk,” (NACTO, 2011). Several studies support the bicyclists report feeling
safer utilizing a bike box; however, one study conducted in 2000, found that most
bicyclists did not “understand the purpose of the bike box,” (Pucher, Dill, & Handy,
2010). However, since the study was conducted in 2000, more cities across the U.S. have
implemented bike boxes. Additional signage, green colored paint, and instructional
markings can explain to bicyclists, motorists, and pedestrians how to utilize the space.
Intersection markings are a continuation of the bicycle lane through an
intersection with a variation of the markings on the pavement in order to differentiate the
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travel lane from the intersection. By including intersection markings, motorists,
bicyclists, and pedestrians are made aware of the expected location and path of bicyclistst
through the intersection. Several methods of differentiation can be utilized, but it is
recommended that a city pick only one method and create a standard in order to avoid
confusion (NACTO, 2011). Intersection markings may include combinations of dashed
crossing markings, Chevrons (a double arrow pointing in the direction of travel), bicycle
symbols, or a colored conflict area, preferably green; additionally Elephant’s Feet
(another form of dashes) may be utilized in place of the dashed markings (NACTO,
2011).
“Two-stage turn queue boxes offer bicyclists a safe way to make left turns at
multi-lane signalized intersections from a right side cycle track or bike lane, or right turns
from a left side cycle track or bike lane,” (NACTO, 2011). The two-stage turn queue box
allows bicyclists traveling on the right side of the roadway to make a left-turn across
traffic. To make the turn, however, bicyclists must wait through an additional traffic
signal. The position of the two-stage turn bike boxes depends on the intersection
configuration (NACTO, 2011). This treatment is utilized in European cities and only
three U.S. cities (NACTO, 2011). Additionally, other treatments to aid in bicyclists
making left-turns are being utilized. The following image demonstrates another treatment
utilized for left-turns in Portland, Oregon.
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Figure 2.1: Two-stage left turn in Portland, Oregon. (Maus, 2010)
Median refuge islands are “protected spaces placed in the center of the street to
facilitate bicycle and pedestrian crossings,” (NACTO, 2011). Median refuge islands help
bicyclists and pedestrians by providing a resting point in the middle of a street, instead of
requiring users to cross completely to the other side before having a break. This can be
especially useful on roads with high volumes of traffic where it is difficult to find a break
in traffic from opposing directions at the same time. Additionally, refuge islands provide
“a protected space for bicyclists to wait for an acceptable gap in traffic,” (NACTO,
2011).
Through bike lanes are one possible treatment for intersections where a
conventional bike lane and a right-turn lane intersect or overlap. Because conventional
bike lanes are on the right-most side of the street, right-turning vehicles pose a threat to
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bicyclists traveling in the lane wishing to continue straight through intersections. A
through bicycle lane means the bike lane moves from being on the far-right lane at the
intersection to being located in between a lane for motorists traveling straight and
motorists turning right at the intersection (NACTO, 2011). The bicycle lane should have
special markings during the transition zone from the right side to the middle in order to
alert both bicyclists and motorists of the conflict space (NACTO, 2011).
Combined bike lane/turn lane indicates that the bicycle lane and turn lane share
one lane. The space for bicyclists can be differentiated with a dashed line within the turn
lane. “This treatment includes signage advising motorists and bicyclists of proper
positioning within the lane,” (NACTO, 2011). This treatment can be utilized where there
is not enough space to add a dedicated through bike lane. This can benefit bicyclists by
preserving “positive guidance… in a situation where the bicycle lane would otherwise be
dropped prior to an intersection,” (NACTO, 2011). Additionally, bicyclists do not have to
cross traffic in order to maintain their position and travel straight through an intersection.
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Figure 2.2: Combined Bike Lane/Turn Lane in Portland, Oregon. (FHWA)
Cycle track intersection approach considers turning conflicts, connections to other
bicyclist facilities, and grade differences. “This is typically achieved by removing the
protected cycle track barrier or parking lane, lowering a raised cycle track to street level,
and shifting the bicycle lane to be adjacent to or shared with motor vehicle travel,”
(NACTO, 2011). The following figure illustrates the cycle track approach and
continuation through an intersection.
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.
Figure 2.3: Kinzie Street cycle track in Chicago, Illinois. (Bicycle Federation of
Wisconsin, 2011)
Signals
In addition to bicycle facilities, special signalization can be included at
intersections to accommodate bicyclists. Bicycle signal heads, signal detection and
actuation, active warning beacons, and hybrid signals. Determining which type of signal
or beacon to use is based on, “average daily traffic (ADT), anticipated bicycle crossing
traffic, and the configuration of planned or existing bicycle facilities,” (NACTO, 2011).
In the U.S., bicycle signal heads are almost identical to signal heads for motorists,
with one exception: the middle has a bicycle symbol. Bicycle signal heads indicate to
bicycles as well as other intersection users when bicyclists are permitted to cross the
intersection. It is recommended that a sign stating “Bicycle Signal” be posted adjacent to
the bicycle signal head (NACTO, 2011). A few typical applications of a bicycle signal
are the following: when a stand-alone bike path crosses a street, when “bicycle movement
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conflicts with main motor vehicle movement during the same green phase,” when a high
number of bicycle and motor vehicle crashes have occurred, and “to make it legal for
bicyclists to enter an intersection during an all-pedestrian phase,” (NACTO, 2011).
Bicycle signals are also useful for intersections that include many users such as light rail,
buses, motorists, pedestrians, and bicyclists (NACTO, 2011).
“Bicycle detection at traffic signals is used at actuated signals to alert the signal
controller of bicycle crossing demand on a particular approach,” (NACTO, 2011). To be
successful, detection needs to accurately detect bicyclists, and provide “clear guidance to
bicyclists on how to actuate detection,” (NACTO, 2011). Actuated signals are traffic
signals that wait for the presence of a vehicle before changing. Generally, they are
utilized in order to maintain a green light for traffic on a major road; then, the major road
continues to have a green phase until a vehicle approaches the side street and triggers the
light. Previously, actuated signals could only be triggered by the “size or metallic mass”
of a motor vehicle (NACTO, 2011). However, there are now actuated signals that are
calibrated to bicycles. These signals react to a bicycle riding over them, send the message
to the traffic signal, and then change the signal in favor of the traffic traveling in the
bicycle’s direction. This is referred to as loop activation, where an “induction loop is
embedded in the pavement,” (NACTO, 2011).
Other detection types include video, push-button, and microwave. Video detection
is “aimed at bicyclist approaches and calibrated to detect bicyclists,” (NACTO, 2011).
Push-button detection requires bicyclists to push a button on a pole that faces the street;
this is similar to the pedestrian push-button activation. Microwave detection is a
“Miniature microwave radar that picks up non-background targets,” (NACTO, 2011).
“Active warning beacons are user-actuated amber flashing lights that supplement
warning signs at unsignalized intersections or mid-block crosswalks,” (NACTO, 2011).
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These beacons are flashing lights that accompany signs alert motorists to yield to
crossing bicyclists and pedestrians. The beacons can be activated by a push-button or by
other forms of passive detection (NACTO, 2011).
A hybrid signal can be utilized for a bike route crossing a major street. The hybrid
signal acts as an activated stop sign for motor vehicles, activated by bicyclists or
pedestrians pushing a button. A hybrid beacon, also known as a “High-Intensity
Activated Crosswalk (HAWK), consists of a signal-head with two red lenses over a
single yellow lens on the major street, and a pedestrian and/or bicycle signal heads for the
minor street,” (NACTO, 2011). HAWKs are typically applied on major roads where
adding a traffic signal on the minor cross street is undesirable, but where some signal is
necessary in order for bicyclists and pedestrians to cross safely.
Signs
According to NACTO, there are three types of wayfinding signs utilized for
bicycling: confirmation signs, turn signs, and decision signs (NACTO, 2011). According
to wayfinding designers, there are four types of signs: identification, directional,
regulatory, and orientation (Gibson, 2009). These sign categories overlap in their
purposes; however, the NACTO bicycle sign categories lack an equivalent of orientation
and regulatory signs.
Confirmation signs “mark the junction of two or more bikeways and inform
bicyclists of the designated bike route to access key destinations,” (NACTO, 2011). The
signs confirm to bicyclists they are on the right path or continuing in the right direction.
In the wayfinding categorization, confirmation signs are similar to identification signs,
which “display the name and function of a place or space,” (Gibson, 2009). Identification
and confirmation signs communicate to users the route on which they are traveling, and
the direction of other destinations.
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Turn signs “indicate where a bikeway turns from one street onto another street
and can be used with pavement markings” (NACTO, 2011). Wayfinding designers call
these directional signs because “they provide the necessary cues that users need to keep
on the move once they have entered a space,” (Gibson, 2009). Turn or directional signs
communicate to users how to continue on their route or the general direction and distance
to destinations.
The final category for NACTO bicycle signs is decision signs. Decision signs
“mark the junction of two or more bikeways and inform bicyclists of the designated bike
route to access key destinations” (NACTO, 2011). Key destinations include other bicycle
facilities, shopping areas, public transit, schools, hospitals, parks, and bridges (NACTO,
2011). Decision signs indicate points where bicyclists must make a choice to continue on
one bicycle route or select another.
The wayfinding categories of regulatory and orientation signs do not precisely fit
into NACTO’s sign categorizations. Regulatory signs “describe the do’s and don’ts of a
place,” (Gibson, 2009). These signs should be “unobtrusive and enhance toe experience
of a play but large enough to communicate instructions or warning information
immediately,” (Gibson, 2009). NACTO’s oversight in including this sign category could
be due to the larger categories that form the bicycle design guide. Furthermore, design
specifications for bicycle facilities include instructions for signs that accompany
infrastructure. For example, bike box facilities generally include a sign that describes to
users how to utilize the bike box. This type of sign is a type of regulatory sign
communicating to bicyclists the do’s and don’ts of bike boxes.
Orientation signs aim to “make a complicated space less baffling” by offering
visitors “an overview of their surrounds in the form of comprehensive site maps and
directories,” (Gibson, 2009). Orientation maps generally include a “You are here!”
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indicator. There is no information within the NACTO design guidelines for creating
orientation signs for bicyclists along routes or city streets.
BICYCLISTS ROUTE PREFERENCES
The first issue to address is if bicyclists are willing or likely to travel out of their
way to utilize bicycle infrastructure. Most research points to yes, bicyclists travel out of
their way in order to utilize bicycle accommodations. Dill placed GPS devices on the
bicycles of frequent bicyclists in Portland, Oregon to track their route choices; nearly
2,000 trips were recorded and analyzed (Dill, 2009). Cyclist participants recorded trip
purposes as well as stated preference route considerations. Examining only the trips for
utilitarian travel, 52% of the travel miles occurred on roads with bicycle facilities—bike
lanes, paths or bike boulevards (Dill, 2009); however, bicycle facilities account for only
8% of the available roadway network to bicyclists (Dill, 2009). This demonstrates that
even frequent, experienced bicyclists traveled out of their way to utilize bicycle facilities
along their routes.
While bicycle commuters and other experienced bicyclists have been found to
travel out of their way for bicycle facilities, the type of preferred facilities differ among
experienced and inexperienced bicyclists. According to stated preference surveys,
experienced bicyclists consider minimizing distance as the most important factor when
selecting a bike route (Dill, 2009). After minimizing distance, the Portland cyclists who
participated in Dill’s research identified, in order of occurrence, “avoiding streets with
lots of vehicle traffic, riding in a bike lane, riding on signed bike routes, reducing wait
time due to stop signs/lights, riding on an off-street bike trail/path and avoiding hills”
(Dill, 2009). Bicyclists’ routes, tracked using GPS technology, supported their stated
preferences. “The preference for traveling on bike paths and boulevards is consistent with
the priority bicyclists placed on routes that avoid streets with lots of vehicle traffic,”
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(Dill, 2009). Examining the total number of travel miles, excluding exercise trips, 52%
of travel miles occurred on roads with bicycle infrastructure—15% on secondary roads
with bike lanes, 14% on multiuse paths, 10% on bicycle boulevards, and 9% on
roads/highways with bike lanes (Dill, 2009). Multiuse paths are not defined in Dill’s
findings; multiuse path generally indicates an off-road path.
Other studies indicate that experienced bicyclists cite travel time as the most
important route choice factor and prefer on-street bike lanes as opposed to off-street
multiuse paths (Dill, 2009) (Pucher, Dill, & Handy, 2010). More experienced cyclists
“appear less willing to trade off the additional time required to access separated paths,
presumably because they feel more confident in bicycling closer to motor vehicle traffic,”
(Pucher, Dill, & Handy, 2010).
In a review of bicycle facility studies, Pucher, Dill and Handy found that
generally, the greater the degree of separation between bicycles and automobile traffic,
the more successful the facility; however, there is still the distinction between
experienced and less-experienced bicyclists. Experienced bicyclists favor on-street cycle
tracks that are physically separated from traffic the most, followed by on-road bike lanes,
and favor sharrows the least. However, bicyclists prefer the presence of a sharrow to
nothing. Experienced bicyclists’ preference for on-street bicycle facilities could be
attributed to the location of off-street paths. “When cities do install traffic-protected, offstreet bike paths, they are almost always along rivers and parks rather than along routes
leading to the supermarket, the school, the day care center,” (Baker, 2009).
A stated preference study conducted by Akar and Clifton, asked respondents to
select their “top five reasons that prevent bicycling and bicycle facility improvements that
would encourage bicycling,” (Akar & Clifton, 2009). Regular commuter cyclists chose
“dedicated bike lanes to and from campus” as their top choice, whereas respondents who
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owned bicycles, but did not bike regularly selected “trails and pathways separated from
the roadways” as their top priority (Akar & Clifton, 2009). The non-cyclists selected
“dedicated bike lanes to and from campus” as their second top choice. Additionally, the
non-cyclists who own bicycles but do not bike, selected “I do not feel safe about the
vehicular traffic” as the number one reasons that prevents them from bicycling (Akar &
Clifton, 2009).
BICYCLE INFRASTRUCTURE: IS IT WORKING?
Research supports the positive correlation between adding bicycle infrastructure
to increase levels of bicycling. “Most aggregate-level studies find a positive correlation
and statistically significant relationship between bike lanes and levels of bicycling,
whereas individual-level studies had mixed findings,” (Pucher, Dill, & Handy, 2010).
Cities conducting before-and-after bicycle counts with the installation of bike lanes
“show increases in the number of cyclists after the bike lanes are installed;” however,
only San Francisco conducted counts on adjacent streets to verify if the number of
bicyclists increased or merely shift streets. Their counts revealed that the majority of
bicyclists had most likely just shifted to the new facility from nearby streets (Pucher, Dill,
& Handy, 2010). Unfortunately, most bicycle counts have not included adjacent streets
for comparison.
Research on cycle tracks points at a positive track record for increasing levels of
biking and safety. In one study, Danish and German cyclists preferred cycle tracks to
striped bike lanes. Additionally, in Copenhagen a new cycle track resulted in a “20%
increase in bicycle and moped traffic and a 10% decrease in motor vehicle traffic,”
(Pucher, Dill, & Handy, 2010). With the addition of a two-way cycle track in London,
there was a decrease in the “rate of bicycle crashes and a 58% increase in the number of
cyclists on the roadway,” (Pucher, Dill, & Handy, 2010).
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While bicycle infrastructure is important in increasing bicycle ridership, bicycle
facilities are only one component of a successful bicycle program (Balsas, 2003)
(Corbett, Gilpin, & Renfro, 2010) (Pucher, Dill, & Handy, 2010). Pucher et al described
bicycle programs as greater than the sum of their parts (2010). “The most compelling
evidence we found came from communities that have implemented a fully integrated
package of strategies to increase bicycling,” (Pucher, Dill, & Handy, 2010). In addition
to bicycle and pedestrian facilities, Balsas identified transportation demand management
strategies, organizational aspects, planning aspects, promotional measures, and education
and enforcement as important components to successful bicycle programs on university
campuses (2003).
EVALUATING BICYCLE FACILITIES
Evaluation of bicycle facilities has been inconsistent. As Pucher, Dill, and Handy
commented, few studies conduct bicycle counts on adjacent streets in order to understand
if bicycle traffic merely shifts to the new facility or if the facility resulted in an increase
of bicycling. As new bicycle facilities are implemented, the overwhelming majority lack
“an evaluation component that would provide evidence of the impact of the intervention
on the amount of bicycling. Public agencies and other organizations implementing
interventions should collect before-and-after data on bicycling to facilitate the analysis of
effectiveness,” (Pucher, Dill, & Handy, 2010). Corbett, Gilpin, and Renfro also
emphasize the importance of evaluation, especially on college campuses. “Data collected
through evaluation and monitoring efforts paint a picture of how the campus community
is responding over time to bicycling needs and university investment,” (Corbett, Gilpin,
& Renfro, 2010).
Campus bike coordinators or bicycle and pedestrian committees are often
responsible for evaluation and monitoring (Balsas, 2003). Analyzing bicycle-friendly
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campuses, Balsas found that six of the eight had bicycle and pedestrian committees and
four of the campuses had a bicycle coordinator (2003). “Campuses with bicycle
committees and coordinators tend to conduct surveys more often and to attract more
funding,” (Balsas, 2003). By annually monitoring commute modes to campus, Yale
University, Harvard University, and Stanford University were able to analyze the
effectiveness of Transportation Demand Management strategies (Parker & Fields, 2012).
UT MASTER PLANS AND BICYCLING
Several previous master plans for the University of Texas at Austin have aimed to
expand the use of bicycles as a means of transportation among students, faculty, and staff
(Cesar Pelli & Associates; Bowman Melton; Walker, Sasaki). The Bowman Melton Plan
is specifically a plan for “integrating bicycles into a pedestrian campus” (Bowman
Melton Alta Planning Design, 2007). This plan details existing conditions (in 2007) for
bicyclists on campus in terms of existing bicycle activity, on-street bicycle facilities,
campus pathway facilities, gaps in the existing bicycle network and existing bicycle
parking

(Bowman Melton Alta Planning Design, 2007). However, the background

information regarding existing conditions is shallow. While the plan covers “existing
bicycle activity,” it does not include any bicycle counts, predominant routes, or perceived
conflict zones (Bowman Melton Alta Planning Design, 2007). The plan does identify the
general direction from which most bicyclists enter campus, and according to the
document, over 75 percent entered from West Campus in 2007.
The Walker Plan from 2002 considers a bicycle to be an equal with motor
vehicles (Walker Parking Consultants; Sasaki Associates, Inc, 2002). Considering a
bicycle the same as a motor vehicle could be problematic in promoting sustainable
transportation on campus. It may be advantegous to prohibit automobiles in certain
spaces on campus; however, if a bicycle is considered an equal with the motor vehicle,
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then it, too, would be prohibited from more spaces within campus. Prohibiting bicycles
would most likely result in a decrease in their usage. While a bicycle is considered a
vehicle, it is nonetheless a distinct vehicle with distinct advantages and disadvantages.
Discouraging or prohibiting bicycle use, because it is categorized as equal with a motor
vehicle, does not align with campus goals of promoting sustainability in transportation.
These advantages and the revival of bicycling in the 1970s were recognized in the Pelli
Plan

(Cesar Pelli & Associates; Balmore Associates Inc, 1999). “As the campus

expanded [in the 1970s] and classes grew far apart, a bike was often needed to get to the
next class within ten minutes,” (Cesar Pelli & Associates; Balmore Associates Inc,
1999). The Pelli Plan recognized the advantages a bicycle offered in terms of efficient
and emissions-free movement across campus while stating, “Bikes will be permitted
without preferential treatment on any street that serves normal vehicular traffic,” (1999).
Each of these past campus plans displayed inconsistencies in their approach to
bicycles on campus. While the plan would discuss encouraging bicycling on campus, it
would also discuss restricting bicycling along the major inner-campus corridors, such as
Speedway. The 2002 Walker Plan included designs to severely restrict and/or prohibit
bicycling on Speedway between 21st and 24th Streets (Walker Parking Consultants;
Sasaki Associates, Inc, 2002). Plans with suggestions to eliminate bicycle use along key
campus corridors did not fully consider the negative impacts on bicycling these drastic
changes would cause; this oversight was due to a lack of data as none of the plans
systematically counted bicycles, researched bicyclists’ routes to and within campus, or
utilized infrastructure to appropriately accommodate pedestrians and bicyclists within a
safer environment.
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OTHER CAMPUS’ BICYCLE PLANS
Other campus’ plans, such as Boise State University and UC Davis, display a
greater depth in researching existing conditions for bicyclists (Alta Planning + Design,
2010; Fehr & Peers Transportation Consultants, 2009). These campus master plans
clearly identify the existing conditions of bicycling on campus and identify the public
participation methods utilized to gather input from campus cyclists

(Fehr & Peers

Transportation Consultants, 2009; Alta Planning + Design, 2010). Furthermore, the
campus plans at Boise State and UC Davis utilize precise language and identify specific
infrastructure and design improvements to be implemented in order to encourage and
provide safe facilities for bicycling; in contrast, each previous plan for UT’s campus
includes vauge language to promote bicycing and where bicycle improvements will
occur; the Pelli Plan dedicates one sentence to how facilities will be improved for
bicycling (Cesar Pelli & Associates; Balmore Associates Inc, 1999).
In each of these case studies, the consultants held public meetings on campus to
respond to input from bicyclists and develop a plan to create a safer environment for all
transportation users. To develop the UC Davis bicycle plan, at least two community
workshops were held to understand “how members of the community perceive the
campus’ existing transportation facilities,” (Fehr & Peers Transportation Consultants,
2009). Through these public meetings, areas of concern, maintenance issues, and
recommended improvements were identified by participants

(Fehr & Peers

Transportation Consultants, 2009). In developing the Boise State University bicycle
plan, the consultants utilized maps to survey participants about their most traveled routes
on campus

(Alta Planning + Design, 2010).

Additionally, the consultants hosted

multiple meetings on campus with campus officials, bicyclists and pedestrians.
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Bicycle research regarding the UT-Austin campus has been limited thus far. The
limited research has resulted in poor planning and a lack of infrastructure for campus
bicyclists. In order for the future campus master plan to be effective, it must consider
bicycles. To consider bicyclists in a meaningful way, more research must be done. This
report analyzes existing conditions for campus bicyclists such as identifying where
bicyclists enter campus. Furthermore, to research the UT-Austin campus, public
engagement events were held to identify perceived conflict zones, most traveled routes,
and preferred design solutions for the problematic areas. This research can contribute to
the campus master plan redesign and aid in achieving its goal of greater campus
sustainability.
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Chapter III: Research Methods
In order to research the existing conditions and perceptions of bicycling on UTAustin’s campus, I organized two public engagement events on-campus. Other campuses
and design firms utilize public engagement strategies to develop campus plans
specifically for biking and walking. The University of California-Davis and Alta
Planning + Design utilize public engagement strategies and events to include campus
bicyclists in the redesign process (Alta Planning + Design, 2010) (Fehr & Peers
Transportation Consultants, 2009). Both UC Davis and Alta consider current bicyclists an
important resource for improving the campus space, and I applied a few of their
engagement strategies at UT-Austin. These events served two main purposes; the first
purpose was to gather information from campus bicyclists and pedestrians regarding their
opinions of the campus space. The second purpose was to present the perceptions and
opinions of campus users to the master plan committee.
MAPPING CONFLICT AREAS ON CAMPUS EVENT
The Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus Event involved four opportunities to
gather input from bicyclists, two of these included pedestrians. The first opportunity was
the Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus Activity; this activity was open to bicyclists and
pedestrians. The second activity was an open table where bicyclists and pedestrians could
leave written comments regarding the campus space. A survey was provided to bicyclists
only, and individual campus maps were provided to bicyclists only to collect route
information.
This event took place on the University of Texas at Austin campus over two days.
The first day was Wednesday, April 4 from 9am to 1pm. The second day was Thursday,
April 5 from 1pm to 5pm. These dates and times were selected to account for variable
schedules of students and other campus users; additionally, the separate dates and times
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aimed to garner input from different users. The location of the event was the same both
days: next to the Kickstand, a mobile bicycle trailer, on Speedway Street in the heart of
campus. The location was selected on account of the large volume of bicycle and
pedestrian traffic that passes through the area.
Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus Activity
The purpose of the Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus Activity was to
understand how users perceive mobility spaces on campus. To achieve this, bicyclists
and pedestrians identified the spaces on campus they consider conflict zones. A conflict
zone was defined as a space where you feel uncomfortable, annoyed, or unsafe.
Additionally, bicyclists and pedestrians identified spaces where they enjoy biking or
walking on campus. An enjoyable space was defined as a space where you feel
comfortable, safe, and enjoy biking or walking.
Passing campus users were invited to stop and share their opinions. Campus users
were defined as bicyclists and pedestrians who bike and/or walk on campus. These users
could be students, staff, faculty, or users who pass through campus to other destinations.
There were two large maps available for participants to utilize, each map measured three
feet by four feet and was displayed on A-frames for easy interaction. One map was for
pedestrians and the other map for bicyclists. Separate maps were utilized for these two
user groups in order to simplify the process. Participants were permitted to use up to three
stickers to identify conflict spaces and up to three stickers to identify enjoyable spaces.
The stickers were color-coded to differentiate the enjoyable spaces and the conflict
spaces.
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Comment Table
The purpose of the comment table was for participants to freely comment in
writing, share their perceptions, and/or elaborate on their reasoning for considering
spaces problematic or enjoyable. The comment table was a standard event-sized folding
table covered with a large poster. Markers were provided to participants. Both bicyclists
and pedestrians were encouraged to write comments on the large piece of paper regarding
their opinions of biking or walking on campus and/or any recommendations for
improving the biking and walking environment. Participants could even leave comments
addressing other comments on the poster. This method was utilized to capture opinions
and perceptions that participants many have wanted to elaborate on, but had no other
means for elaboration.
Surveys
The purpose of the survey was to develop a clearer picture of bicycling on the
UT-Austin campus by understanding demographics of bicyclists, their reasons for
bicycling, their bicycling routes, and their choices made about which route to take and
why. Questions addressed the origin and destination of bicyclists’ commutes to campus,
the frequency with which they ride, and their route preferences. Respondents used a
stated preference format to identify their considerations for selecting a route to campus,
within campus, and around Austin.
The surveys were distributed and completed by participants at the Mapping
Conflict Areas on Campus Event in a paper format. The surveys were only applicable to
bicyclists on campus, not pedestrians.
Campus Route Map
The purpose of the Campus Route Maps was for individual bicyclists to identify
where they enter campus and trace the path they use within campus to reach their first
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destination. Bicyclists were provided with individual maps of the UT-Austin campus with
a small buffer to indicate the roadway they utilize to enter campus. This activity was to
provide information about the most common access points into and out of campus;
information as to common bicyclists destinations on campus; and route patterns of
bicyclists within campus.
Campus Route Maps were distributed at the Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus
Event in paper format. The route maps were printed on standard 8.5x11 paper in order for
participants to utilize a manageable size and trace their routes individually. Larger maps
could have provided more detail regarding how bicyclists travel to campus, but were
rejected due to costs. The Campus Route Maps were for bicyclists on campus, not
pedestrians.
DESIGN DISCUSSION EVENT
The design discussion event was comprised of two separate activities. First, a
panel discussed strategies to promote biking and walking. Second, after the panel,
attendees broke into smaller groups to discuss the most identified conflict spaces on
campus. This event took place on Friday, April 13, 2012 on the UT-Austin campus.
Panel: Strategies to encourage biking and walking
The purpose of the panel discussion was to discuss strategies to encourage biking
and walking form different perspectives. The included a representative from Safe Routes
to School, a landscape architect, a wayfinding designer, and a UT campus police officer.
Each panelist shared their expertise with the audience based on their profession regarding
different strategies for encouraging biking and walking. The different perspectives
included education, enforcement, and design. This panel provided the participant
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audience with a similar understanding of the issues and ideas to consider when discussing
bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
This method is predominantly a one-way information exchange. However, this
information exchange from panelists to the audience was considered necessary to inform
the design discussion that immediately followed the panel. By organizing the events in
conjunction, the audience participants were able to relate to shared knowledge and
contribute to the design discussion.
Design Discussion Activity
The purpose of the design discussion activity was to present bicycle infrastructure
practices, present the most problematic spaces on campus as identified at the mapping
event, and discuss possible design solutions for these spaces. As opposed to the panel
event, the design discussion followed a two-way communication method. Following the
panel discussion, I presented current best practices in bicycle infrastructure to the
audience participants. Next, results from the Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus were
presented. Finally, participants were invited to break into three groups to discuss the topthree identified campus conflict spaces.
The Design Discussion was organized to be a two-way communication method.
First, participants listened to the panel discussion, the infrastructure presentation, and the
results from the Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus Event. Next, participants had the
opportunity to share how they would like to see the most problematic spaces changed.
This part of the information exchange represented the feedback loop, where participants
had the opportunity to share their opinions.
The purpose of the infrastructure presentation was similar to the panel discussion:
provide the audience participants with information regarding current best practices in
bicycle infrastructure. The presentation defined commonly used terms such as bike lanes,
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separated lanes, and cycle tracks. Additionally, the presentation included some results
from the previous week’s Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus event.
The design discussion was organized in an open house style. There were three
tables set-up, one for each of the top three most-identified campus conflict spaces. At
each table, a facilitator listened to participants’ comments, took notes, asked questions,
and sketched out design ideas as participants described their ideas for infrastructure
improvements. Additionally, one of the tables had a volunteer urban design student
sketching out participant’s ideas and suggestions. Participants were welcome to visit each
of the tables and discuss the different spaces at their leisure.
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Chapter IV: Campus Existing Conditions
CONTEXT OF THE UT-AUSTIN CAMPUS
The University of Texas at Austin campus is situated in central Austin. The
campus is approximately one-quarter mile north of the Texas State Capitol Building.
Directly south of the State Capitol Building is the Central Business District (CBD) of
downtown Austin. The CBD is framed by Lamar Street to the west and I-35 to the east.
The Colorado River forms the southern boundary with the state capitol as the northern
boundary. Because of the short distances, both the state capitol and the CBD are easily
accessible from the campus. The following two figures provide context for the location of
the UT-Austin campus within the city of Austin relative to the State Capitol and the
CBD.
According to 2011 enrollment, there are 51,112 undergraduate and graduate
students enrolled at the UT-Austin (Office of Information Management and Analysis,
2012). Additionally, there are approximately 16,500 faculty and staff that work for the
University of Texas at Austin. Approximately 3,000 students live on campus. Thus, on
any weekday, nearly 65,000 commute to campus. Of course, the number of commuters
can vary, as the schedules of students and faculty are generally inconsistent.
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Figure 4.1: Aerial view of the UT-Austin Campus within the City of Austin (City of
Austin GIS data, 2012, Rosenbarger)
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Figure 4.2: UT-Austin Campus within the City of Austin (City of Austin GIS data,
2012, Rosenbarger)
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Figure 4.3: Aerial view of campus (City of Austin GIS data, 2012, Rosenbarger)
CITY BIKE ROUTES AND CONNECTIONS
Several City of Austin official Bike Routes connect to or near the UT campus.
City of Austin official bike routes are streets that have signs indicating to bicyclists they
are part of a city bicycle route. Streets are selected as bike routes based on
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Figure 4.4: City of Austin Bike Routes near UT-Austin Campus (City of Austin GIS
data, 2012, Bedford & Rosenbarger)
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their existing characteristics that make them safe for bicyclists, such as lower travel
speeds, lower traffic volumes, or importance as connections to other streets. The
following map outlines the City of Austin Bike Routes near the UT-Austin campus.
City Route 47 is the only official City Bike Route that crosses through the UTAustin campus. This route travels north-south along Speedway in the center of campus.
Route 47 crosses the intersections of Dean Keeton and Speedway as well as Congress
Avenue and MLK Jr. Blvd; however, this area is currently a dismount zone for bicyclists.
The route may be in the process of an update from the City of Austin to reflect the
campus-enforced dismount zone at this intersection.

Figure: 4.5: The Greenlane in West Campus on Rio Grande Street (facing south)
(Rosenbarger, 2012)
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A new cycle track, called the Greenlane, was installed on Rio Grande Street in the
West Campus1 neighborhood. The Greenlane allows two-way bicycle traffic, separated
from automobiles on a one-way street. The cycle track currently begins at MLK Jr. Blvd
to the south and extends to 24th Street as the northern boundary. Within the next year, the
Greenlane is planned to extend to 29th Street. This new facility provides a safe, physically
separated lane for bicyclists to travel north or south within the West Campus
neighborhood. The Greenlane can serve as an alternate route to biking on Guadalupe,
which is considered hostile and dangerous for bicyclists. Currently, there is no east-west
bicycle facility that connects the Greenlane in West Campus to campus. Although lacking
bicycle facilities, 21st Street and 22nd Street are streets with low-traffic volumes that
connect to campus, both streets lack bicycle facilities. As a separated bicycling facility,
research suggests the Greenlane has the potential to attract more people to bike who are
unwilling to bike on streets with only bike lanes, sharrows, or no markings. However,
new bicyclists may feel uncomfortable traveling from the protected Greenlane onto
unmarked streets in order to access campus.
STREETS IN AND AROUND CAMPUS
The streets in and around campus affect the campus environment, safety, and
attractiveness of different mode choices. It is necessary to examine the streets bordering
campus as all campus users must travel to campus and enter the campus core through one
of the perimeter streets. While parts of campus extend past the identified perimeter
streets, the majority of class buildings and activity occur within this area. Additionally,
the characteristics of these perimeter streets are such that the streets are perceived as
obstacles, barriers, or borders.

1

West Campus refers to the neighborhood west of campus. It is not part of the UT-Austin campus.
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Figure 4.6: Streets in and around Campus (City of Austin GIS data, 2012, Rosenbarger)
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Guadalupe, Dean Keeton, Red River, and Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd are the
four streets that border campus. Although Dean Keeton is not the actual northern border
of the UT-Austin campus, it is regarded as a border due to the street’s characteristics.
While there are a few differences, the four campus perimeter streets are quite similar.
Each of the streets carries two-way traffic. Each of the streets has sidewalks on both
sides. While the center turn lanes vary, each street has a minimum of 4-lanes. Each street
carries high-volumes of auto traffic. Dean Keeton carries 20,000, MLK Jr. Blvd carries
25,000, and Guadalupe carries nearly 30,000 autos each day. Red River’s average daily
traffic count is lower, around 10,000 to 15,000 depending on the intersection. The speed
limit on each of the streets is 30 miles per hour; however, vehicles often travel at high
speeds. Because of both the high speed and large volumes of traffic, the perimeter streets
can be considered a hostile environment for bicyclists and pedestrians.
Streets on the interior of campus are in sharp contrast to those on the perimeter.
The main campus interior streets include 21st Street, Inner Campus Drive, 24th Street,
Speedway, San Jacinto, 23rd Street, Robert Dedman, Clyde Littlefield, Trinity, Wichita,
University, and Whitis. Personal vehicle use is restricted on campus. Campus interior
streets carry far fewer cars than the perimeter streets. With the exception of Trinity and
Inner Campus drive, all streets allow two-way traffic, with one lane each direction.
Trinity and Inner Campus drive are one-way streets with one travel lane. Bicycles are
permitted to travel in both directions on these two streets. There are signs along these two
streets that read “One-way traffic only—except bicycles.”
The speed limit within campus is 15 miles per hour. Due to the reduced speed
limit and fewer travel lanes, the traffic that passes through traffic is less than and slower
than traffic on the perimeter streets. This makes campus streets, comparatively, a more
pleasant environment for biking and walking.
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SIGNAGE
There are several signs that address bicyclists on the UT-Austin campus. “Share
the Road” signs are dispersed around the campus entrances.

These signs could be

categorized as regulatory signs directed toward motorists. Similarly, signs on the two
one-way streets inform motorists and bicyclists that bicyclists are permitted to travel in
both directions. Again, these signs are also categorized as regulatory. Additionally, along
Speedway are signs that describe the area as a “Shared Path” for bicyclists and
pedestrians. There are no confirmation signs on campus for bicyclists, as there are no
bicycle paths or routes on campus; additionally there are no turn signs or decision signs.
Finally, there are no orientation signs for bicyclists.
PEDESTRIAN PATHS
The UT-Austin campus has become a pedestrian-dominated space. Although not
all campus users walk to campus, all campus users walk within campus. According to the
2009 mode survey, 78% of respondents walk within campus to travel to different classes
(Parking and Transportation Services, 2011). With few exceptions, no one can park a car
immediately adjacent to their campus destination. Thus, all campus users are campus
pedestrians in some capacity or at some point during their day. Several spaces on campus
are reserved for the sole use of pedestrians. Surrounding the Main Building are the
campus pedestrian malls. Although there are bicycle racks present along the malls, they
are considered pedestrian malls where bicyclists must walk their bicycles.
All sidewalks within the campus are for pedestrian use only. Bicycles are only
permitted to use the sidewalks in order to reach a bike rack (Parking and Transportation
Services, 2010). For example, if a bicyclist must cross a sidewalk when traveling from
the street in order to reach their destination, then biking on the sidewalk is permitted.
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EXISTING MODE SPLIT
The most recent data for a campus users’ mode choice is from the 2009-2010
school academic year. Administered through email, Parking and Transportation Services
sends an annual Mode Survey to all campus users. Results from the most recent mode
survey provide the existing mode split for the UT-Austin campus, meaning how many
people utilize which transportation mode to commute to campus. Figure XX displays the
most recent mode split for the UT-Austin campus.

Chart 4.1:

Campus Mode Split (Sasaki, 2012)

Driving alone is the predominant commute mode on UT-Austin’s campus. Chart
4.2 compares the mode splits for other university campuses recently recognized for their
Transportation Demand Management Strategies (TDM): Yale, Harvard, and Stanford
(Parker & Fields, 2012). These three universities have implemented policies and rigorous
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campus transportation plans designed to decrease the number of car commuters. Each of
these universities is located in a different context that contributes to the differences in
mode splits. Yale is located in the downtown of the small town of New Haven. Harvard is
located in bustling Cambridge, which has dense urban development patterns and public
transit serving the Boston Metro area. In contrast, Stanford’s campus is rural and
separated from the nearest town of Palo Alto.

Chart 4.2:

University Mode Splits (Parker & Fields, 2012), (Parking and
Transportation Services, 2011).

In comparison with other university campuses, the UT-Austin campus has an
average number of auto commuters but the lowest percentage of campus bicycle
commuters. Compared to these three universities, UT-Austin also has among the lowest
levels of walking. However, the UT-Austin campus has a relatively high number of
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transit commuters who ride the campus shuttle, run by Capital Metro. In this category,
only Harvard displays a higher use of public transit.
BIKE UT SURVEY
Each semester, Parking and Transportation Services (PTS) conducts the Bike-UT
survey. The survey is sent via email to all of the UT-Austin campus. In the Spring 2011,
668 campus participants, the majority bicyclists, completed the online survey. This
section examines data from the past five surveys: Spring 2009, Fall 2009, Spring 2010,
Fall 2010, and Spring 2011. To examine trends over time, only the spring surveys are
represented in most of the graphs. To compare results with this study’s survey, some
charts only represent the most recent survey results from Spring 2011. However, results
from each survey semester vary only slightly. The lack of change could be due to the
small timeframe, the perceived lack of changes for bicyclists, or other reasons.
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Chart 4.3:

Number of Bike-UT Survey Participants (Parking and Transportation
Services, 2011)

As Chart 4.3 demonstrates, the number of survey respondents has varied over the
past five surveys. However, the level of bicycling ability from self-classification has not
varied. With only a 3 percent variation, the same number of surveyed bicyclists have
classified themselves as “Beginner,” “Moderate,” and “Expert” for the past five surveys:
10%, 55%, and 35% respectively.
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Chart 4.4:

Survey Respondents UT Designation (Parking and Transportation Services,
2011)

Comprising 63% of survey respondents, the majority of those most recently
surveyed were students, either undergraduates or graduates. However, this number
underrepresents the campus student population. Students comprise over 75% of the
campus population. UT-Austin staff accounted for 26% of survey respondents while
Faculty accounted for 8%. However, Faculty and Staff comprise nearly 25% of campus
users and are overrepresented in the survey, accounting for 32% of responses.
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Chart 4.5:

Bike-UT: Frequency of biking to campus (Parking and Transportation
Services, 2011)

As this is a self-selected survey, most respondents bicycle to campus on a daily
basis. This is logical as regular bicycle commuters could feel a higher stake or motivation
in responding to the campus bicycle survey. This shows that approximately 314 of
survey respondents commute to campus daily on a bicycle and 180 respondents commute
at least once each week on bicycle. Survey respondents in the “Never” category could
either live on campus and have an interest in bicycling, but never commute, or they could
be people simply motivated to share their opinions regarding biking on campus.
Respondents who bike to campus “Never,” “Once per year,” “Once a month,” or “Once a
Week” are a great place to begin programs. Each of these respondents is interested
enough in bicycling to complete the survey. Aside from the “Never” category, each
respondent owns a bicycle and knows how to ride it. Thus, these groups could be
encouraged to bike to campus more often and aid in increasing the bicycle mode share.
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Chart 4.6:

Campus east-west routes (Parking and Transportation Services, 2011)

Chart 4.7:

Campus north-south routes (Parking and Transportation Services, 2011)
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Charts 4.6 and 4.7 demonstrate the most-traveled campus streets.

Survey

responses to the most traveled East-West street are evenly divided between Dean Keeton,
24th Street, and 21st Street. This could demonstrate several scenarios. First, the responses
could suggest that campus bicyclists varying origins and destinations result in choosing
different routes through campus. Second, it could suggest that these three east-west
streets are equally suited for bicycling, and bicyclists simply choose the closet. Third, it
could demonstrate a lack of east-west campus connectivity. Only Dean Keeton connects
Guadalupe on the western edge of campus with Red River on the eastern border.
In contrast, Chart XX shows that Speedway is, by far, the most traveled northsouth route within campus. San Jacinto Boulevard is a far second, with only 20% of
respondents utilizing this street in their campus routes. Guadalupe and Red River Streets
are barely utilized by campus bicyclists. Again, this could be due to varying origins and
destinations. However, the high-volumes and high-speeds of traffic on these campus
border streets suggest bicyclists avoid them for safety concerns.
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Chart 4.8:

Reasons for not bicycling more often (Parking and Transportation Services,
2011)
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Chart 4.9:

Preferred changes to encourage bicycling (Parking and Transportation
Services, 2011)

Charts 4.8 and 4.9 provide stated preference responses to suggest what prevents
participants from biking more often and what improvements could result in higher levels
of bicycling. From Chart 4.8, weather, as the most noted response, is clearly a problem
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for all campus bicyclists across all survey years. Unlike climates to the north, summer is
generally considered the most difficult season to bike in Austin. Temperatures regularly
exceed 100° Fahrenheit with over 50% relative humidity. Similarly, a lack of shower
facilities was noted by 9% of respondents as problematic in the most recent survey. The
UT-Austin campus does provide showers at Gregory Gym located on 21st and Speedway
and Belmont Hall adjacent to the stadium; despite the central location of the gym, the
campus is too large in size for one shower location to be convenient for all campus
buildings. Having two shower locations is more helpful than one, but not enough to cover
a campus nearly one mile wide. Showering in one building and then walking and/or
biking to your destination could add 10 minutes to a commute. This could suggest that in
spite of the high temperatures, bicyclists would be willing to bike to campus more often if
convenient shower facilities were available.
The second most-identified response was “other.” Unfortunately, the write-in
responses were not included with the survey data. Other could indicate a combination of
any of the answers, or something completely different. For example, bicyclists could
choose to not bike when they have to carry a heavy load to campus. Or bicyclists may
choose to not bike when they planning on staying on campus until late in the evening.
In Chart 4.9, survey respondents indicate that better separation between all other
modes is the most important factor in biking more often. More respondents indicated that
better separation between bicyclists and pedestrians was important compared to improved
separation between bicyclists and motor traffic. The importance of separation from
pedestrians is inconsistent when compared to the results in Chart XX. More respondents
noted that the lack of quality access routes to campus is a barrier to biking as opposed to
the routes within campus. Routes within campus are the primary location for conflicts
with pedestrian whereas outside of campus, bicyclists encounter a greater volume of
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motor vehicle traffic. Based on responses to both questions, it suggests that better
separation between bicyclists and motor vehicles on streets to campus would be one
strategy for encouraging campus users to bike more often.
SUMMARY OF CAMPUS EXISTING CONDITIONS

Key Findings

Campus
Context

Marked City
Bike Routes

City Bike Routes
and
Connections

City Streets
with Bicycle
Lanes

1/4 mile north of the Texas State Capitol
Building
Location
Walking distance to the Austin Central
Business District (CBD)
In 2011, 51,112 undergraduate and
graduate students
In 2011, approximately 16,500 faculty and
Enrollment staff
3,000 students live on-campus
Approximately 65,000 people commuting to
the UT-Austin campus
The Greenlane cycle track on Rio Grande
provides separated north-south travel for
bicycles on a one-way street
Route 31
Nueces is a one-way street allowing south
travel for bicycles with no bike lanes
A north-south route that travels along
Congress Avenue and Speedway though
campus
Campus Access Point: Congress Avenue and
Route 47
MLK Jr. Blvd at the Blanton Art Museum
Campus Access Point: Dean Keeton and
Speedway; San Jacinto and Speedway
Rio Grande: Cycle track in West Campus
North-South Guadalupe from MLK Jr. Blvd to 24th Street
Red River from MLK Jr. Blvd to Dean Keeton
MLK Jr. Blvd starting at Trinity and
continuing west
East-West Dean Keeton: starting at San Jacinto and
continuing east, and from Speedway
continuing west until Whitis
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Chart 4.10:

Summary of Campus Existing Conditions

City Streets
with Sharrows

Campus
perimeter
streets
Streets in and
around campus
Campus
interior
streets

UT-Austin
Campus
Mode Split
Comparing
other
universities,
2011

Biking
Frequency
Bike-UT Survey

Campus
preferred
routes

Guadalupe north of 24th Street and south of
18th Street
North-South
Red River south of MLK Jr. Blvd and north of
Dean Keeton
East-West Dean Keeton from Whitis east to San Jacinto
Guadalupe: 31,000; 4
Dean Keeton: 20,600; 4 + shared turn lane
Traffic
Count;
Red River and Dean Keeton: 20,200; 4 +
Number of shared turn lane
Lanes
MLK Jr. Blvd: 25,200; 4 + shared turn lane
22nd Street: 1,400 ; 2
Whitis, University, Wichita, Speedway, San
North-South
Jacinto, Trinity, Robert Dedman
27th Street, Dean Keeton, 24th Street, Inner
East-West Campus Drive, 23rd Street, 21st Street,
Jester Circle, Clyde Littlefield
Predominant commute mode: 38% of
Drive Alone
campus users
UT Shuttle Second-most utilized mode: 30% of campus
or Bus
users
Third-most utilized mode: 15% of campus
Walk
users
Fouth-most utilized mode: 7% of campus
Bike
users
Drive Alone, 37%; Transit, 24%; Walk, 24%;
Yale
Bike, 8%;
Drive Alone, 16%; Transit, 35%; Walk, 28%;
Harvard
Bike, 14%;
Drive Alone, 46%; Transit 27%; Walk, 3%;
Stanford
Bike, 13%;
Daily: 47% of respondents bike to campus
Daily
daily or 314 people
Once per week: 27% of respondents bike to
Once /
campus at least once per week, or 180
Week
people
Once per month: 12% of respondents bike
Once /
to campus at least once per month; this
Month
group could be targeted to bike to campus
more often.
28% bike most on Dean Keeton
East-West
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33% bike most on 24th Street
27% bike most on 21st Street

Reasons for
not biking

Changes to
encourage
biking

60% bike most on Speedway
North-South 20% bike most on San Jacinto
14% bike most on Guadalupe
Over 3 surveys, the responses were the
same
1. Weather
2. Other--write-in response varied among
respondents
3. Lack of quality access routes to campus
1. Better separation between bicycles and
pedestrians
2. Better separation between
automobiles/buses and bicycles
3. Dedicated bikeways on campus
4. Access to shower/changing facilities

Chart 4.10: Summary of Campus Existing Conditions
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Chapter V: Participatory Events and Research Findings
Results from the two public engagement events served to develop a better
understanding of existing conditions and perceptions of bicycling on the UT-Austin
campus. Results from the Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus activity revealed what
areas of campus users feel are the most problematic. Results from the surveys provided
information regarding the basic characteristics of campus bicyclists and their preferences
for selecting routes to campus, within campus, and around Austin. Results from the
Campus Route Map indicate the most common campus access points of bicyclists.
Comments from the Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus Event and Design Discussion
Event allowed participants to address topics not covered by any of the other activities
while proposing solutions.
MAPPING CONFLICT AREAS ON CAMPUS EVENT
The Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus Event included four activities: The
Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus activity, a comment table, a survey for bicyclists,
and route map for bicyclists. The following sections discuss the findings for each of these
research methods.
Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus Activity
This activity revealed bicyclists’ and pedestrians’ perceptions of campus.
Approximately 300 campus users participated in the activity. In general, different points
along Speedway were overwhelming identified as problematic by both bicyclists and
pedestrians. For bicyclists, only two intersections outside of Speedway were cited within
the top 9 problematic spaces. For pedestrians, the top five problematic spaces were cited
along Speedway. The other three pedestrian conflict spaces included two intersections on
San Jacinto and one intersection on Dean Keeton.
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The following figures present the results from the Mapping Conflict Areas on
Campus Activity. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the original maps with the participants’
stickers immediately after the events. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 are compiled representations of
the data where the dots are sized proportionally with the number of participants who
selected that space.

Figure 5.1: Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus—Original Bicyclists Maps
(Rosenbarger, 2012)
In the map on the left, pink and orange stickers were utilized to represent
problematic spaces whereas green represents positive spaces. In the map on the right,
from day two of the event, orange stickers represent problematic and blue represent
positive.
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Figure 5.2: Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus—Original Pedestrian Maps
(Rosenbarger, 2012)
In the map on the left, green stickers were utilized to represent problematic spaces
whereas pink represents positive spaces. In the map on the right from day two of the
event, orange stickers represent problematic and blue represent positive spaces.
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Figure 5.3: Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus Results, Bicyclists (City of Austin GIS
data, 2012, Bedford & Rosenbarger)
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Campus bicyclists participating in the Mapping Activity noted Speedway as the
most problematic space on campus. Currently, Speedway, from Dean Keeton south to
21st Street, is open to bicycle and pedestrian traffic. It is closed to thru auto traffic, but it
maintains a few parking spaces only available to users with special campus permits.
During the academic year 2011-2012, construction vehicles also had a presence along
Speedway while several campus construction projects have been in progress.
Most bicyclists indicated problematic spaces along Speedway specifically
between 24th and 21st Streets. Because characteristics of the street are similar along this
corridor, these individual points were grouped into one problematic section; by grouping
this section, it became the most cited campus conflict area according to bicyclists with
42% of campus bicyclists identifying this area.
The area adjacent to the Blanton Museum of Art was the second most-cited
problematic space. The courtyard between the two Blanton buildings is a bicycledismount zone, or pedestrian only area. However, this area also connects Congress
Avenue to the south with campus via Speedway to the north. Previously, bicycles were
permitted to utilize the space, and it was included on a City of Austin Bike Route. Due to
a bicycle-pedestrian crash, a bicycle-dismount zone was enforced in the courtyard. Many
bicyclists who selected this as a problematic area lamented the loss of a direct connection
to Congress Avenue.
The third most cited problematic space was the intersection of Dean Keeton and
Speedway. This intersection causes confusion for auto traffic and safety concerns for
bicyclists. Auto traffic traveling south on Speedway is forced to turn left or right onto
Dean Keeton at this intersection, as entry into campus is restricted. Because auto traffic is
forced to turn, drivers are unaware that bicycles are exiting campus during the same
traffic signal cycle. For bicyclists exiting campus and traveling north on Speedway it is
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unclear whether they should cross the street during the all-walk pedestrian signal or
during the normal traffic light cycle.
The campus conflict areas identified by pedestrians were similar to those
identified by bicyclists (see Figure 5.4). The most noted problematic space according to
pedestrians was the intersection of 21st and Speedway. This multi-modal intersection
carries high volumes of pedestrian traffic, bicyclists, campus shuttle buses, and campus
vehicles. It is currently a four-way stop with stop signs and painted crosswalks; however,
many campus bicyclists do not stop and many pedestrians do not look or wait before
crossing the street.
The intersection of 24th and Speedway was the second most cited conflict area by
pedestrians. This intersection is very similar to 21st and Speedway with the exception that
no buses pass through this intersection. Thus, many pedestrians identified this
intersection due to the lack of communication and unexpected behavior of users. Will
bicyclists stop at the stop signs? Pedestrians and bicyclists do not know what to expect
from each other, especially at busy intersections like this within campus.
Pedestrians cited Dean Keeton and Speedway as the third most problematic space
on campus. This intersection utilizes a “pedestrian scramble,” which means the traffic
signal cycle has a phase with all red lights for auto traffic and all cross signs for
pedestrians, allowing them to cross diagonally. Because it is unclear when bicyclists
should cross—during the pedestrian scramble, during the appropriate traffic signal for the
direction of travel, or both—this confusion can affect pedestrians as well. They are
unsure of what behavior to expect from bicyclist. Furthermore, it is a very busy
intersection with high volumes of auto traffic.
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Figure 5.4: Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus Results, Pedestrians (City of Austin
GIS data, 2012, Bedford & Rosenbarger)
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Comment Table
At the Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus event, participants were invited to
leave comments and opinions on the comment table, a large table covered in paper. Over
the two-day event, bicyclists and pedestrians left over 50 comments on the table. Several
comments generated to a written and oral discussions. The underlying theme to most
comments was the importance of communication, predictability, and consistency.
Campus users expressed strong feelings about yielding and/or stopping at stop signs,
paying attention, and a need for dedicated space for respective modes.
Several comments addressed stop signs, right-of-way, and yielding. Pedestrians
expressed frustration that some bicyclists do not stop at stop signs or yield to pedestrians
in the crosswalk. One bicyclist responded, “We deal with dozens of stop signed
intersections each day—it really adds up! I slow down at stop signs. And I yield to
pedestrians (when and where they have the right-of-way). But I don’t think it’s
significantly safer for any of us when I come to FULL stop at these intersections.” Two
bicyclists commented that stop signs were designed for cars, not bicycles.
Paying attention to your surroundings was the theme of many bicyclists’
comments directed toward both motorists and pedestrians. One bicyclist noted, “Almost
got hit in front of the stadium when someone backed out without looking,” and suggested
adding a bike lane to draw more attention to the presence of bicyclists on this street.
Others noted that the use of cell phones distracts pedestrians on campus; “Please pull out
your headphones and look up from your text message conversation every once in a
while,” one participant wrote. Another participant suggest to “make texting and cell
phone use while driving on campus illegal—just like other schools in Austin.”
Participants suggested separated bike facilities and a need for more sidewalk
space. One bicyclist suggested creating a separated bike lane on Speedway and making a
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connection to Congress Avenue. Another user commented on the bike lanes along
Guadalupe saying, “Bike lanes on Guadalupe are great but car doors opening on curbside
parking are dangers. Also, people pulling out and in are tricky.” Multiple pedestrians
commented on the need for separation between bicyclists and pedestrians on Speedway.
A total of 16 comments specifically addressed Speedway. Several bicyclists noted
problems on Inner Campus Drive between auto and bicycle separation. Other pedestrians
discussed the narrowness of sidewalks along Speedway and the need for more space. As
one person wrote, the sidewalk closures due to construction along Speedway made “it
difficult to share the space for walkers and bikers.”
Bike racks were another popular topic with seven total comments. Of the seven,
four comments addressed adding more bike racks, one comment included praise for bike
racks with pumps, and one comment addressed freshman who abandon their bikes on
campus. One comment addressed bike rack design statin, “Bicycle racks are horribly
designed—too close to wall, require draping wheels over the bar. Not possible with a
fender.” Four other participants supported this bike rack design comment.
In summary, the majority of comments address problems that arise due to a lack
of consistent behavior and recognition of users, with the exception of bike rack
comments. One possibility is because bicyclists and pedestrians must share the road on an
unmarked-Speedway, frustration results; bicyclists do not know what to expect of
pedestrians and likewise. Design strategies that seek to communicate expected behavior
to both parties could alleviate some of these concerns.
Survey Results
The survey results provided information regarding who currently bikes to and
within the UT-Austin campus in addition to bicyclists’ route preferences. Of the 124
bicyclists surveyed, 45 percent were female. This gender split is close to the actual
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campus fractions, where slightly of 50% of students and 37% of faculty are female. The
median age was 24, with a mean of 27 years old. Participants ranged from 18 to 73 years
old. Participants consisted of undergraduate students, graduate students, faculty, staff,
and visitors. The visitors who participated (3) were bicyclists who commute through the
UT-Austin campus.

UT Designation

2%
3%
10%

Undergradutate
Graduate
52%
33%

Chart 5.1:

Staff
Faculty
Visitor

UT-Austin designation of survey participants

According to campus statistics for 2011 enrollment, graduate students were
overrepresented in this survey. On campus, graduate students account for 18.75% of
campus users. It is likely that graduate students were overrepresented for two reasons:
first, the small sample size and second, the primary investigator was a graduate student
who encouraged colleagues to participate. Faculty and staff comprised 13% of survey
respondents whereas they account for 24% of campus users.
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Chart 5.2:

Bicycle Costs of Participants

The survey asked participants the cost range of their bicycle. Campus bicyclists
paid varying amounts for their bikes, represented in the following chart. In general
discussions with campus officials, it was predicted that bicyclists who pay higher prices
for their bicycles are hesitant to lock their bicycles to racks on campus. Based on how
much participants paid for their bicycle, it could suggest demand for more bicycle lockers
on campus.
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Chart 5.3:

How often do you ride your bicycle?

Most survey respondents bike to campus at least on a daily basis with 73% biking
daily or multiple times per day. This was a much higher percentage compared with the
Bike-UT survey, where only 47% of respondents bike to campus daily. The remaining
survey respondents who bike at least once per week represent campus users who could
possibly bike more often. Providing for these occasional users, who are already familiar
with biking, would be the easiest first steps to increasing the bike mode share on campus.
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Chart 5.4:

Factors in Route Choice

Chart 5.4 represents the stated preference question utilized to examine how
campus bicyclists make their route choices. Because bicyclists may make different route
choices according to trip purpose and/or destination, three categories were utilized: routes
to campus, route on campus, and route in Austin. Participants could select their top-three
route considerations. Survey respondents selected shortest distance as the most important
route consideration for all three routes. This result is consistent with the literature. In
examining the second most considered factor “Low auto traffic volumes” is important for
routes to campus and routes in Austin; this contrasts with routes on campus where
respondents selected “Few Pedestrians Present” as the second most important
consideration. These results support the unique characteristic of campus as a pedestriandominated space. Although automobiles are permitted access to some spaces on campus,
their presence is minimal compared with the number of pedestrians. For routes on
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campus, “The Flattest Route” was the third most-important consideration of bicyclists
when selecting their routes. For routes to and on campus, users selected “Presence of a
Bike Lane” as the third consideration in route choice, with “The Flattest Route” fourth.
From this survey, route choices follow a pattern: first consideration is distance,
which could also represent a concern for time. The second consideration involves
competing with other users in the space; for campus, that means pedestrians and for offcampus routes that means auto-traffic. Additionally, for off-campus routes, users noted
the importance of bike lanes, suggesting that separation from motor vehicle traffic offcampus is more important than separation from pedestrian traffic on-campus.

Chart 5.5:

Top three reasons to avoid an area

Chart 5.5 displays the results for the stated preference question regarding what
bicyclists actively try to avoid when selecting their route to campus and route on campus.
These results reiterate the different characteristics of biking off campus and biking on
campus: auto traffic versus pedestrian traffic. When selecting routes to campus, bicyclists
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attempt to avoid high speeds and volumes of traffic, and streets without bicycle lanes, in
that order. When selecting routes on campus, bicyclists seek to avoid high volumes of
pedestrians, high volumes of traffic, and hilly terrain. These results suggest bike lanes are
more important when bicycles and auto traffic are mixed as opposed to bicycles and
pedestrian traffic. When bicycles are mixed with auto traffic, bicyclists are the more
vulnerable users. However, when bicyclists and pedestrians are mixed, pedestrians are
generally the more vulnerable user. It would be useful to better understand pedestrians’
preferences for sharing space with bicycles.

Chart 5.6:

Campus streets identified for bicycle improvements

Survey participants were asked to identify one north-south street and two eastwest streets where they would most like to see bicycle improvements. Only streets within
campus were included as options, thus the campus border streets were not included. For
north/south streets, Speedway was overwhelmingly identified by 87% of respondents.
East/west streets respondents favor for improvements were split between Dean Keeton,
24th Street, and 21st Street, with Dean Keeton identified most often by 38% of
respondents.
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The survey could have been improved by asking bicyclists on the days they do not
bike, how do you get to campus? Additionally, a larger sample size would improve the
survey. Finally, the survey was administered from one location on campus. Because not
all campus users necessarily pass that point daily, the survey could have been improved
by varying the physical location of the Mapping Event or providing a digital version.
Route Maps
Route maps were the final data collection method at the Mapping Conflict Areas
on Campus event. Bicyclists had the option to complete an individual route map where
using a marker, they traced their route to campus. These maps served to analyze where
most bicyclists enter campus, and the general direction from which bicyclists enter
campus. Due to the literature that suggests bicyclists are willing to travel out of their way
for improved biking facilities, bicyclists’ general direction was utilized as opposed to
specific points of origin for their campus commutes. This information provides a starting
point for directing campus improvements.
At the event, 116 bicyclists completed route maps with 137 routes; several maps
included multiple routes where bicyclists used different colored markers for each route.
Results are included in Figure 5.5. Any access points where less than 1% of users’
accessed campus were not included. Based on the completed route maps, 53% of
bicyclists commuting to campus are coming from neighborhoods north of campus.
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Figure 5.5: Campus Bicyclists: Campus Access Points (City of Austin GIS data, 2012,
Rosenbarger)
These results contrast with the results in the Bowman Melton Plan from 2007,
where the majority of campus bicyclists were traveling from west of campus. Now, less
than one-quarter of bicyclists travel from west campus. However, this could be due to the
location of the Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus event. The event’s location on
Speedway could have been a location most-utilized by bicyclists residing north of
campus. Were the event to have been held on West 24th Street, on a different day, or a
different time in the semester, the results might be different. However, as noted in the
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Bike-UT survey, 60% of respondents utilize Speedway as their primary north/south route
on campus. Thus, the majority of campus bicyclists pass through Speedway.
DESIGN DISCUSSION EVENT
At the event, three tables were set up for the top-three cited campus conflict areas.
Participants traveled between the tables to discuss what they considered to be the main
problems and challenges at the three sites and propose design solutions according to the
site’s challenges. The top three problematic spaces were Speedway from 21st to 24th,
The Blanton, and the intersection of Dean Keeton and Speedway. Each table had a poster
with information describing the space and a volunteer facilitating the discussion and
taking notes.

Figure 5.6: Campus on Two Wheels: Design Discussion Event (Krishnan, 2012)
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Speedway between 21st and 24th Streets
Discussions at the Speedway table included the current conditions and constraints
of the space, problematic behavior of users, and finally different suggestions for
improvements. Currently, users perceive Speedway as a space with “No respect and no
rules.” The perception of a lack of rules on Speedway indicates there is a lack of
information. Two signs along Speedway indicate it is a “Shared Path.” However, users
are either unaware the space is considered a shared path, unaware what that means, or
both. If users are given no information communication expected behavior, what are they
disrespecting? Speedway is currently closed to auto traffic; however, there are
approximately 10 parking spaces south of the intersection with 24th Street. Thus, some
campus auto traffic is permitted. Campus facility service carts pass through here as well.
Construction has been prevalent in this space and will be until Spring 2013.
Constraints, or special considerations, for Speedway include the high volumes of
pedestrian traffic, especially during class-change times. Similarly, there are high volumes
of bicycle traffic on this street; as mentioned from the Bike-UT survey, it is the most
traveled north/south street by campus bicyclists. Additionally, the Walker Plan proposed
converting Speedway to a pedestrian mall. Although, Speedway has not yet been
converted into a mall, perceptions about the space and its functions range from safe
pedestrian mall to a normal campus street. These mixed perceptions result in different
behaviors; bicyclists commented that pedestrians treat the street as a mall and walk
“unaware of their surroundings.” Similarly, other users complain that some bicyclists
treat the space as a street and bike too quickly. The question remains, what is Speedway
and how should users act in this space?
Separation of modes was the most-discussed theme for design strategies on
Speedway. Some suggestions included visual, not physical, separation using green paint
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to create a two-way bicycle lane. Others suggested using a variety of tactile materials to
separate a possible bicycle lane from pedestrian space. A green space, or green median,
along the center of Speedway was suggested, but without adding separation between
bicyclists and pedestrians; instead, this design could focus on slowing the traveling speed
of bicyclists. Additionally, a fair amount of attention was dedicated to the issue of
pedestrians crossing Speedway. The importance of making these crossings highly visible
to those traveling north/south along Speedway was stressed. Similarly, “Texture for
texters” was suggested; utilizing texture on the ground so a preoccupied pedestrian can
notice a change under their feet when approaching an intersection or crossing point. This
treatment is currently used for the visually impaired, but could serve multiple purposes on
campus.
Separating bicyclists and pedestrians on Speedway generated two predominant
concerns: pedestrian crossings and bicycle speeds. Pedestrian crossings were addressed in
design suggestions; the suggestions focused on pedestrian visibility and restricting the
number of crossings. Bicycle travel speeds were discussed as several participants
believed that separating bicyclists and pedestrians would result in bicyclists feeling
entitled, safe, and free to travel at high speeds within “their” space. To counteract speeds,
the use of different materials, raised pedestrian crossings, and a winding path were
discussed. In essence, this would be applying traffic calming measures to a bicycle lane.
There were very few ideas discussed for redesigning the intersections at 21st and
24th. The predominant concerned expressed pertained to bicycle speeds on 24th Street. At
the intersection of 24th and Speedway, bicyclists traveling east are traveling down a long
decline, on a street with no traffic. Thus, bicyclists can reach speeds of 25 mph
approaching this intersection. This is only a problem for other users when bicyclists do
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not obey the stop sign. Thus, one concern for this street becomes: how can design force
bicyclists traveling downhill to safely slow down?
Dean Keeton and Speedway Intersection
Discussions at the Dean Keeton and Speedway Intersection table included users’
current concerns with the existing conditions and suggestions for improvement. As
opposed to the Speedway discussion table, this problematic space focused more on
conflicts between bicyclists and auto traffic as opposed to pedestrians.
Currently, the intersection at Dean Keeton and Speedway is particularly
problematic for bicyclists because it is unclear during which signal to cross. Furthermore,
auto traffic is unsure during which traffic light cycle to expect bicyclists to be in the
intersection. As described, the Dean Keeton and Speedway intersection is a false-three
way intersection; traffic traveling along Dean Keeton east and west behaves normally.
Traffic traveling north/south on Speedway is the exception. Traffic traveling south on
Speedway encounters a dead-end at campus, where access to campus is restricted, and
must turn right or left at the light. However, there are also bicycles and other vehicles
exiting campus and traveling north on Speedway. These bicyclists and vehicles are
regularly and dangerously ignored by the traffic traveling south, perhaps due in large part
to the existing signage.
The traffic signal current conditions augment the confusion. All intersections
along Dean Keeton adjacent to campus utilize a pedestrian scramble phase in the signal
sequence. This means that pedestrians have their own “turn” in the traffic signal cycle;
during the pedestrian scramble, pedestrians may cross in any direction, including
diagonally. Generally, bicyclists cross the intersection during the scramble as well;
however, it is unclear whether this is permitted or if bicyclists should cross during the
regular vehicular cycle times. If bicyclists are to cross during the north/south phase, they
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are generally faced with auto traffic unwilling to yield to bicyclists traveling north. In
short, it is a confusing situation for all users.
Adjusting the traffic signal phasing was discussed. Participants discussed adding a
bike-only phase, a bike and pedestrian phase, or the scramble (pedestrian-only). For
bicyclists leaving campus attempting to go west on Dean Keeton, effectively making a
left-turn is dangerous and nearly impossible during the regular traffic phase. This could
be improved with a bicycle phase or by clearly allowing bicyclists to cross during the
pedestrian scramble.
Participants also discussed issues of bicycling on Dean Keeton. Buses traveling in
bike lanes were the most-noted problem; “buses versus bicycles is the main problem.
Buses are cut across the bike path.” Others suggested adding a separated cycle track with
two-way bicycles traffic on Dean Keeton and removing a lane of auto traffic.
The Blanton: Congress and MLK Blvd.
Discussions at The Blanton table focused on the importance of the space as a
connection to Austin, special considerations, and design ideas. The space referred to as
“The Blanton,” in this context, is actually a courtyard between two buildings that pertain
to The Blanton Museum of Art: The Edgar A. Smith building (EAS) and The Blanton
Museum of Art (BMA). The courtyard has trees in the middle and one sidewalk on each
side of the trees. These two buildings are located at the northern side of the intersection
of Congress Avenue and Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd. The intersection was transformed
into a three-way intersection with no automobile traffic permitted or able to enter
campus.
To bicyclists, The Blanton is an important connection between the UT-Austin
campus and the city of Austin. By bicycling on Speedway and connecting directly to
Congress Avenue, bicyclists can avoid the high volumes of traffic and inconsistent bike
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lanes on Guadalupe, which becomes a four-lane, one-way street south of MLK Blvd.
Additionally, there is a traffic signal at Congress Avenue and MLK Jr. Blvd whereas
some alternative streets do not have traffic signals. Because of the high speed traffic and
hilly terrain on MLK Blvd, it is at best intimidating and at worst dangerous for bicyclists
and pedestrians to cross the street at unmarked intersections. Additionally, bicyclists are
currently re-routed to travel one intersection east of Congress Avenue on Brazos; this
path has more elevation change than bicycling on Congress Avenue, thus it is less
appealing to bicyclists.
However important this space is to bicyclists, they are not the only users that The
Blanton courtyard seeks to accommodate. The Blanton’s special design considerations
are for groups of children that make frequent school field trips to the museum. For these
groups, the courtyard serves as an area for group lunches, games in between museum
activities, and a calm space away from traffic.
Design ideas from participants focused on how to include bicycles in the Blanton
courtyard. Currently, bicycling is not permitted and a dismount zone is enforced.
Participants discussed that while this is an important connection to bicyclists, it is not
necessary for bicyclists to travel quickly through this space. Participants considered the
needs of other users while discussing strategies for integrating bicycle traffic. The main
design suggestion was adding a bicycle path through the courtyard but utilizing a winding
path or different paving materials such as bricks to force bicyclists to travel at slow to
pedestrian speeds. Another suggestion included adding art installations to the outdoor
space. Some participants discussed utilizing grade separation—having the bicycle path
travel a few feet below the courtyard spaces with pedestrian bridges that crossed the
below-grade bicycle path. In summary, the most important suggestion discussed and
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revolved around the importance of the space as a safe bicycle connection and the need to
accommodate multiple users within the space.
Summary of Key Findings

Method

Key Findings

Bicyclists:
Mapping
Conflict Areas
on Campus
Activity

Most Cited
Problematic
Spaces
Pedestrians:

Biking Frequency

To Campus

Gender

To Campus
Route Choice
Considerations
On Campus
Survey
To Campus
Avoid in Routes
On Campus
Bicycle Street
Improvements

North/South
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1. Speedway between 21st and 24th
(42%)
2. The Blanton and Congress Avenue
(9%)
3. Dean Keeton and Speedway
intersection (6%)
1. Speedway between 21st and 24th
(46%)
2. Dean Keeton and Speedway
intersection (12%)
3. 21st and San Jacinto (5%)
73% of bicyclists commute to campus
daily or multiple times each day
45% of survey respondents were
female
1. Shortest distance
2. Low auto traffic volume
3. Presence of a bike lane
4. Flattest route
1. Shortest distance
2. Few pedestrians present
3. Flattest route
4. Low auto traffic volume
1. High speed traffic
2. High volumes of auto traffic
3. No bicycle lane
1. High volumes of pedestrians
2. High volumes of auto traffic
3. Hilly terrain
87% of respondents favored bicycle
improvements on Speedway

Chart 5.7: Summary of Key Findings
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Bike Racks
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38% of respondents favored bicycle
improvements on Dean Keeton
29% favored improvements on 24th
Street
16% favored improvements on 21st
Street
53% of bicyclists enter campus from
neighborhoods north of campus
22% of bicyclists enter campus from
the west
10% of bicyclists enter campus from
the south
9% of bicyclists enter campus from the
east
6% of bicyclists live on campus
Drivers, bicyclists, and pedestrians are
unsure what behavior to expect from
other users. Although stopping is
required, bicyclists seldom make
complete stops. Bicyclists propose
implementing yields for bicyclists and
stops for auto traffic. Bicyclists express
that stop signs were design for
automobiles, and do not recognize the
unique needs of bicyclists.
Predominantly an issue on Speedway,
bicyclists and pedestrians suggest
adding physical separation. Bicyclists
and pedestrians are not instructed
how to behave in this space or what is
expected of them.
Both bicyclists and pedestrians
express frustration with the other user
for not paying attention. Along spaces
like Speedway and intersections on
campus, it is unclear which user
should yield to the other--not paying
attention does not help make that
clear.
Bicyclists note more bike racks are
needed on campus. Users commented
on poor design of some racks.

Speedway

Design
Discussion
Event

Chart 5.7:

User suggestions
for top 3
problematic
spaces

Separation: the predominant
suggestion for bicyclists and
pedestrians.

Dean Keeton
and
Speedway
Intersection

Recognition: bicyclists as unique users
that should be addressed at this
intersection.

The Blanton
and Congress
Avenue

Safe and convenient connections: this
space was considered important for
bicyclists’ connectivity to and from
campus.

Summary of Key Findings
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Chapter VI: Recommendations
UT-Austin campus officials should establish goals for adding bicycle
infrastructure and improvements before adopting recommendations for improving
bicycling on campus. This report includes two tracks of recommendations; the first level
of recommendations aims to accommodate and improve safety for current bicyclists
while encouraging occasional bicyclists to commute by bicycle more often. Occasional
bicyclists are people who bike to the UT-Austin campus, but not regularly. The second
level of recommendations takes a more proactive approach to prioritize and actively
encourage bicycle transportation to campus. The recommendations in this category aim to
attract people who currently do not bicycle to campus. The two levels of
recommendations could be implemented sequentially—Level One Recommendations
then Level Two—as a gradual progression toward a more bicycle-friendly campus.
Alternately, if the campus decided to actively promote bicycling immediately, Level Two
recommendations could be implemented independently, without the gradual approach of
Level One recommendations.
Recommendations are based on the campus existing conditions, data from the
Bike-UT Survey, and data gathered from the participatory events—The Mapping Conflict
Areas Activity, Bicyclists’ Survey, Route Maps, and Design Discussion Event.
Additionally, strategies to increase bicycle mode share are grounded in the findings from
other academic research studies that suggest greater separation between bicyclists and
motor vehicles encourages more people to bike.
The following recommendations focus on improving bicycle travel facilities such
as streets, paths, and intersections. Of course, there are many other considerations for
improving and encouraging bicycling on campus beyond bicycle infrastructure facilities
such as education, parking policies, incentives, marketing strategies, and more.
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Additionally, these recommendations aim to identify where the campus should target
bicycle facility development; because the campus environment, political will, and
budgetary considerations are constantly changing, the recommendations allow flexibility.
Thus, these are not meant to provide strict, detailed bicycle lane explanations. Instead,
this report identifies the best areas on campus to add bicycle facilities and provides
options for what those facilities could be. Additionally, some recommendations include
examples that are intended to aid in explaining the concept or provide a visual support.
The examples are intended to be construed as aides and as one option for that
recommendation, but not the only.
LEVEL ONE: ACCOMMODATE CURRENT BICYCLISTS AND ENCOURAGE OCCASIONAL
BICYCLISTS

Recommendations within this category aim to accommodate and provide
improved safety for current campus bicyclists. Additionally, these accommodations aim
to encourage those who occasionally commute on bicycle to campus to bike more often.
Each recommendation within this category focuses on recognizing bicyclists as campus
users, providing some bicycle facilities, and utilizing design to educate campus users of
bicyclists’ rights and responsibilities.
Participatory Events
The top-three cited problematic spaces on campus deserve special attention for
campus improvements. Campus bicyclists identified these three spaces as frustrating,
annoying, or dangerous for biking. Thus, improvements for biking on campus must
address these spaces. The recommendations for each of these top-three spaces are based
predominantly on suggestions from the Design Discussion event where participants
specifically discussed these three sites. Additionally, results from the survey such as route
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preferences and considerations as well as results from the comments table informed these
recommendations.
As the most identified conflict area on campus, Speedway is a source of
frustration for bicyclists and pedestrians; however, it is recommended to maintain
Speedway as shared space for bicyclists and pedestrians with no division of space. Most
user frustration on Speedway can be attributed to the lack of rules for the space, or the
lack of knowledge of the rules. Thus, it is recommended to increase the signage on
Speedway and include painted markings on the ground to instruct pedestrians and
bicyclists of proper behavior.

Signage and ground markings must effectively

communicate expected behavior of all users. Additionally, increased signage and ground
markings would alert campus users that Speedway is distinct from other places on
campus. For example, signs could instruct users to “Share the space, be courteous, pay
attention, travel at 5mph.” Painted ground markings could simply remind users to “Share
the space” and include both pedestrian and bicyclist symbols.
While bicyclists could simply be prohibited from utilizing Speedway, it is not
recommended. First, for the university, that would be difficult to enforce. Second, if the
university wants to encourage bicycling, this would effectively eliminate the preferred
route for the majority of campus bicyclists, according to the Bike-UT survey results and
the survey conducted for this research. Research shows that bicyclists consider the
shortest route to be the most important consideration for route selection. Third, Speedway
is a preferred route for many bicyclists not only due to distance, but it is also perceived to
be safer than other streets such as Guadalupe with its high volumes of traffic or San
Jacinto with its angled-parking.
The courtyard adjacent to The Blanton Museum of Art represents another campus
conflict area. An alternative path through the Blanton courtyard is necessary as this space
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provides an important connection between downtown Austin via Congress Avenue and
campus. Because of the current dismount zone in the Blanton Courtyard, the level one
recommendation is to provide an alternative path for bicyclists to travel around the west
side of the Edgar A. Smith Building and terminate at the same traffic light on Congress
Avenue and MLK Jr. Blvd. This alternative path would respect the Blanton’s wishes of
prohibiting bicycling within the courtyard while providing bicyclists with a quick
alternative. This path experiences little to no elevation change; the bicycle path would
overlap with the sidewalk along MLK Jr. Blvd for a small portion in order to arrive at the
traffic light. Additional accommodations would be needed at the traffic light as this
would result in bicycles queuing on the sidewalk; creative ground markings could
indicate to bicyclists where to wait to avoid blocking the sidewalk for pedestrians.
Signage and ease of use would be critical in encouraging bicyclists to utilize this path.
The Freedom Trail in Boston could be used as an example; tourists follow a line painted
on the ground for a self-guided tour. This alternative path could utilize a line painted on
the ground to direct bicyclists in the proper direction.
Developing a connection through or around the Blanton courtyard is vital
considering the importance of complete, connected networks.

Research finds that

connectivity is important to bicyclists, and a well-connected network is greater than the
sum of its parts (Pucher, Dill, & Handy, 2010). Considering bicyclists select routes first
based on the shortest distance and second based on avoiding automobile traffic, providing
a connection through the Blanton meets both criteria. Because a connection through the
courtyard, which would be the shortest distance, is politically difficult, an alternate path
that seeks to minimize distance and minimize conflicts with other vehicles would likely
be a successful compromise.
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Finally, the intersection of Dean Keeton and Speedway must be addressed and a
solution implemented to accommodate and provide a safe crossing for campus bicyclists.
First, the intersection should be painted in a distinct way in order for all users to
recognize that the intersection is unique due to the pedestrian scramble. By adding color
or more lines, it will be more obvious to pedestrians they are able to cross in any
direction during the scramble. In addition to pedestrians, the special paint will
communicate to motorists and all users that the intersection is different.
Second, the university should work with the City of Austin to decide when
bicyclists should cross the intersection: during the pedestrian scramble phase, or during
their respective traffic signal phase with motor vehicle traffic. Either of these crossing
times could work for bicyclists; however prohibiting bicyclists from crossing during the
pedestrian scramble could be difficult to enforce. Whichever option is selected, the
university and city should work together to clearly communicate expected behavior to all
users. If bicyclists are to cross during the pedestrian scramble, signage should be added to
indicate this is the only time when bicyclists are permitted to cross. A bicycle signal light
could be utilized during the pedestrian crossing as well. Additionally, a bicycle lane on
Speedway on the northern side of the intersection should be added between the two car
turning lanes; otherwise, some manner for bicyclists to pass cars in order to cross during
the pedestrian phase shall be implemented. If bicyclists are to cross with motor vehicle
traffic, accommodations must be included for bicycles such ground marking of where to
wait when exiting campus. Additionally, motorists need more regulatory signs to indicate
to anticipate bicyclists traveling during traffic signals because current signs belie this
option.
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Campus Access
Connections should be established and enhanced for bicyclists entering campus
from all directions. The university should work with the City of Austin to develop bike
lanes or other infrastructure as appropriate; however, the university should use data
collected from campus in order to recommend the best streets for connecting bicycle
lanes to campus. This data collection could occur annually through bicycle counts and
data collected from the Bike-UT survey. The best streets would be those that already
carry most bicycle traffic, or those that are near a heavily traveled bicycle street so that
bicyclists would only need to adjust their route slightly for an improved facility.
Recommendations for improvements in campus access are based on the Campus
Route Maps, survey results, and the Bike-UT survey results. In the Campus Route Maps,
bicyclists identified where they enter campus—overwhelmingly from the north and west.
Thus, the north and west campus access connections should be prioritized. Second, based
on the survey, when bicycling to campus, bicyclists prefer streets that have low auto
speeds and volumes and streets that have bike lanes. Third, these connections should be
based on routes already utilized by bicyclists in order to maximize the number of users.
According to Bike-UT survey results, 60% of campus bicyclists utilize Speedway.
Deciding on an east-west connection is less clear as results from the Bike-UT survey and
this report’s survey were closely divided between all campus east-west streets that
connect with Guadalupe: Dean Keeton, 24th Street, Inner Campus Drive, and 21st Street.
The new cycle track facility in West Campus, called the Greenlane, lacks an eastwest connection to campus. To provide this connection, a bicycle lane should be installed
on one of the campus east-west streets such as 21st Street or 24th Street. However, due to
the low volumes of auto traffic, 21st Street could provide the most attractive and easiest to
implement connection for bicyclists. Considering that approximately 22% of campus
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bicyclists enter campus from West Campus, providing a bicycle lane connection to the
Greenlane would help these bicyclists commute to campus in dedicated space for
bicycles.
Resolving the issues at the intersection of Dean Keeton and Speedway, as
previously discussed, will provide an improved connection to campus for bicyclists
traveling from the north. Similarly, providing an alternative path around The Blanton
Courtyard will provide bicyclists traveling from the south with an improved campus
entrance. To connect bicyclists traveling from east of campus, bicycle facilities should be
added to Clyde Littlefield.
In implementing bicycle facility connections to campus, it is important for
campus administrators and the city to consider the character of the streets beyond
campus. Building connections for bicyclists to travel safely to campus involves more than
ensuring the first street they enter on campus has a bicycle lane or facility. Building
connections for accessing campus should work to ensure bicyclists have both a safe path
to campus and on campus. Thus, building connections to campus requires the city and
university to work together to select the best routes, the most effective bicycle travel
facilities, and intersection designs that consider bicyclists’ needs as well.
Campus Perimeter Streets
Improving the campus perimeter streets is important, as all bicycle traffic entering
campus must cross one of the perimeter streets. The current characteristics of these streets
make them unappealing and unsafe for bicyclists.
The streets that border campus carry large volumes of traffic traveling at speeds
above 30 mph. Bike lanes bordering campus are currently inconsistent. It is
recommended to first create complete and consistent bike lanes on all streets adjacent to
campus: Guadalupe, MLK Jr. Blvd, Red River, and Dean Keeton Streets. Second, bike
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lane buffers or strategies to reduce auto speeds should be implemented on campus
perimeter streets. Although the speed limits are 30 mph on these streets, travel speeds can
greatly exceed the speed limit, especially on downhills and uninterrupted sections.
Reducing auto speeds and protecting bicycle lanes will make the streets safer for both
motorists and bicyclists. Finally, signage should be added to perimeter streets. Signs
should alert all users to the presence of bicyclists and instruct expected behavior, such as
looking for bicyclists before making a right turn.
Campus Streets
In addition to the recommendation for adding bicycle lanes to improve access to
campus, sharrows markings should be utilized within campus. Currently, no sharrows
exist on campus. Sharrows should be utilized as a reminder to all users that bicyclists are
permitted to utilize the roadway. As a pavement marking, the sharrows would primarily
serve as a method of educating all campus roadway users. Any campus road without a
bicycle lane could be a candidate for adding a sharrow marking. Bicycle lanes could also
be useful within campus; however, because the campus speed limit is 15 mph, it is a slow
enough speed for motorists and regular bicyclists to feel comfortable sharing the road.
Thus, sharrows serve bicyclists who are already comfortable biking on campus.
Inner Campus Drive and Trinity are the two one-way streets allowing two-way
bicycle traffic on campus. Often, this allowance is not clear to motorists despite that signs
are posted stating “One Way—Except for Bicycles.” Additionally, Inner Campus Drive is
not wide enough in most areas to accommodate one traveling car, a parked car, and one
bicycle. Ideally, the parking should be removed. However, for this level of
recommendation it needs to made clearer that bicyclists are allowed and expected by
motorists to be traveling in the opposite direction. Second, an added facility should
communicate to bicyclists of a proper travel location for these streets. The form of this
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facility is flexible; it could be as simple as ground markings directing bicyclists to ride on
the right side.
Recommendations to improve streets within campus are based on responses from
campus users at the Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus event and the Design Discussion
event. Most suggestions focused on separation between bicyclists and pedestrians and
some mentioned motorists unaware of bicyclists right to bicycle against traffic on the two
one-way streets. While adding sharrows on campus streets does not separate bicyclists
and pedestrians, it does provide visual clues to both users, in addition to motorists. By
placing sharrows on campus streets, it communicates to all users that bicyclists are
permitted to use that space. Additionally, campus users should begin to anticipate where
bicyclists would be located based on the sharrows. This is not to say that bicyclists can
disregard other users; rather, pedestrians would be more aware of where to expect
bicyclists. Adding markings to Inner Campus Drive and Trinity also serve to respond to
prominent concerns of campus bicyclists and pedestrians.
Signage
In addition to new signs added to perimeter streets, new wayfinding signs should
mark campus entrances to inform all users they are entering a distinct space. Currently,
campus entrances may include this information, but the information is divided between
multiple signs. It is recommended to create signs that state something similar to
“Welcome to the UT-Austin Campus: Respect pedestrians and bicyclists / Obey the Speed
Limit / 15mph.”
The recommendation to add signs to campus is based on the survey and
comments from users. In the survey, campus bicyclists indicated they prefer to avoid high
speed, high volume traffic.

Campus streets are not necessarily high speed or high

volume; however, speeds can vary and are relative. Motorists often accelerate to pass
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bicyclists on campus. Reminding campus drivers of the speed limit and enforcing the
campus speed limit could aid in preventing these unnecessarily dangerous situations.
LEVEL TWO: PRIORITIZE AND ACTIVELY ENCOURAGE BICYCLE TRANSPORTATION
Recommendations within this category aim to prioritize bicycle transportation as
a commute mode to the UT-Austin campus by implementing infrastructure and signage
that actively encourages more people to commute on bicycles. Encouraging bicycle
transportation as a commute mode aims to improving biking and by extension walking.
No recommendations to expand bicycle ridership are at the cost of pedestrians.
Recommendations within this category focus on recognition of bicyclists as campus
users, creating dedicated bicycle facilities, and implementing instructional signage. These
recommendations are based in bicycle literature, which suggests that more separation
between motor vehicles and bicycles is necessary to encourage non-bicyclists to bicycle.
Additionally, survey results support that recommendation; campus bicyclists favor
increased separation between bicycles and motor vehicles. This approach represents a
more aggressive strategy to increase bicycle mode share on the UT-Austin campus.
Participatory Events
Creating a defined bicycle path along Speedway could help more new bicyclists
feel comfortable navigating the campus areas while providing both pedestrians and
bicyclists with a set of behavioral expectations. A defined path would communicate to
bicyclists where to bike and pedestrians where to walk. Designing an appropriate bicycle
path for Speedway presents challenges such as ensuring bicyclists travel at moderate to
low speeds and ensuring bicyclists yield to pedestrians. The bicycle path design would
include traffic calming measures such as diverse paving materials to slow bicyclists’
speed. Raised pedestrian crosswalks with yield signs for bicycles could instruct bicyclists
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to yield to pedestrians. The path would include instructional signage for bicyclist in order
to convey expected behavior.
University officials should work in conjunction with The Blanton Art Museum
along with specialized bicycle and pedestrian designers to develop a bicycle path in the
Blanton courtyard. This path should take into consideration all of the Blanton’s special
uses for the courtyard space while providing an essential connection for bicyclists to
downtown Austin. The path should include traffic calming for bicycles to ensure
bicyclists do not speed through the space. This bicycle traffic calming would serve to
provide protection for courtyard users.
The intersection of Dean Keeton and Speedway should be improved as described
in the Level One recommendations. Currently, most of the street has bike lanes, but there
are breaks and inconsistencies. Bus traffic along this road also causes confusion for
bicyclists. Creative strategies such as those employed in Seattle on Dexter Avenue should
be used as an example of preventing bike lanes and bus lanes from crossing.
Campus Access
To enhance bicycle access to campus and encourage more campus users to choose
bicycling, separated cycle tracks should be utilized. The university should work with the
city to construct an east-west cycle track to connect to the Greenlane in West Campus.
This could encourage more new bicyclists to bike to campus who are uncomfortable
riding with motor traffic on regular streets. The cycle track provides added comfort for
bicyclists above a conventional bike lane. The Greenlane provides a north-south path
through West Campus and an east-west cycle track would connect these riders to campus.
Of 21st Street and 24th Street, 21st Street could be the easiest politically to have
constructed due to the low volumes of traffic. However, a cycle track on the city’s
portion of 24th Street extending into campus would provide a protected route for
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bicyclists in the middle of campus on an otherwise hostile portion of city street. Deciding
on which street is best for the cycle track would depend on working with the city to
ensure the cycle track could connect to the Greenlane and provide safe crossings at
intersections.
To enhance bicycle access to campus from other directions, all suggestions from
the Level One Recommendations apply. Additionally, to improve a campus access from
the South, follow recommendations under “Participatory Events” to add a bicycle facility
at the Blanton Courtyard. To improve access to the north, follow the recommendations in
Level Two under “Participatory Events” regarding the intersection of Dean Keeton and
Speedway. To improve access from the east, follow Level One recommendations.
Additionally, work with the city to add improved bicycle facilities to Manor Street.
However, this is a recommendation for the future, as currently, most bicyclists access
campus from the north or from the west. Bicycle facilities from the south and east will
help and encourage more bicycling, but access from the north and west should be
prioritized.
Perimeter Streets
Recommendations for the perimeter streets include all of the Level One
recommendations. Additionally, imposing slower speed limits during school hours could
improve bicycling conditions on these streets. Because speeds typically exceed the 30
mph speed limit, enforcement should be utilized until motorists respect the posted speed
limits—similar to other school zones in Austin. A painted buffer for each bike lane
should serve to provide additional comfort for bicyclists on the wide perimeter streets.
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Campus Streets
Campus streets should be made more accommodating and encouraging to bicycles
by including bicycle facilities and slowing motor vehicle traffic. First, bicycle lanes
should be added on all streets where feasible and where their addition encourages
bicycling as part of the bicycle network. This not only signals to campus users that
bicycles are permitted to use this space, but also expresses to users that the University of
Texas values bicycles and is willing to dedicate space to bicyclists on campus streets.
Though the posted speed limit within campus is 15 mph, motor vehicles are often
frustrated by what they perceive as slow-moving bicyclists on campus and choose to
hastily, if not dangerously, pass bicycles on campus streets. It is possible that drivers are
frustrated because bicyclists slow them down when they believe they should be traveling
faster on the roads, despite the speed limit. Adding campus entry signs and traffic
calming devices could change this perception. Drivers on campus would be forced to
slow-down for the traffic calming measures, not bicyclists. Examples of traffic calming
strategies are speed humps, raised crosswalks, and other design strategies. Sharrows
should be implemented on all streets that cannot accommodate a bicycle lane for the
same reasons.
Inner Campus Drive and Trinity should be redesigned to include a contraflow
lane. The parking on Inner Campus Drive should be removed in order to accommodate a
lane for bicycles. This would provide one lane marked with sharrows for motor vehicles
and bicycles traveling in the same direction, then another lane only for bicycles traveling
in the opposite direction. Proper markings and pedestrian crosswalks, or raised
crosswalks, should be included.
Inner Campus Drive at Guadalupe should be redesigned to serve as a bicycle
entrance to campus. Currently, two lanes of auto traffic exit campus at this intersection.
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Two-way bicycle traffic is permitted on this one-way campus street; however, because
the two lanes are occupied by cars, it is unclear to both bicyclists and motorists how
bicyclists should enter campus at this intersection. One of the car lanes should be
converted into a campus bicycle entrance. With proper signs and bollards to block cars,
bicycles would have a specified lane for entering campus.
Signage
Develop a comprehensive plan for signs on campus. Recommendations from
Level One apply to signage in this category as well. Signage should inform users of
expected behavior for their mode and others. Signs should be placed on perimeter streets
surrounding campus to alert drivers of special conditions around campus. Special signs
should be placed at each entrance to campus to communicate that campus is a special
space that includes pedestrians, bicyclists, and lower speed limits. Finally, signs should
be added in special locations where users must be instructed how to behave, such as the
shared space on Speedway or the Blanton courtyard.
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Level One Recommendations
Maintain as a shared space
Speedway

Participatory
events

Add signs and painted markings on the ground to
inform users it is a "Shared Space"
Work with the Blanton to create an alternative
path around the EAS Building

The Blanton
Courtyard

Add signs and ground markings to direct bicyclists
to the path
Add accommodations at the traffic light, so
bicyclists are not blocking pedestrians
Work with the City of Austin
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Chart 6.1:

Summary of Level One Recommendations
Dean Keeton
and Speedway

Paint the intersection to alert users it is distinct
due to the pedestrian scramble
Decide if bicyclists should cross during the
pedestrian scramble or motorists traffic signal
Add signs to communicate to all intersection users
the expected behavior of bicyclists
Add a bicycle lane on Speedway at the traffic signal
for bicyclists traveling southbound and entering
campus
Work with the City of Austin to develop bicycle
facilities that extend beyond campus to connect
neighborhoods to campus from each direction:
North, West, South, East

General

Focus on connections from the North and West as
most bicyclists currently access campus from these
directions
Consider all elements along the route in order to
select the most appropriate infrastructure: the
path, the intersections, traffic conditions, and
entrance to campus

Campus Access

West

North

East

South

Provide a connection for bicyclists from the
Greenlane in West Campus to campus
Consider 21st Street or 24th Street for building the
connection
Follow recommendations under "Participatory
Events" to make the intersection of Dean Keeton
and Speedway safer for bicyclists

Consider adding bicycle facilities to Clyde Littlefield
as a connection to neighborhoods East of campus
Follow recommendations under "Participatory
Events" to create an alternate path around The
Blanton and establish a connection to the south
and downtown
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Campus Perimeter
Streets

Bike Lanes

Add complete bike lanes on all campus perimeter
streets--filling in gaps in the current bike lanes

Reduce speeds
OR add buffers

Reduce speed limits on perimeter streets, or add
buffers to the bike lanes. Vehicles travel too
quickly for bike lanes only to be sufficient
protection for motorists and bicyclists

Signage

Sharrows

Campus Streets
Inner Campus
Drive and
Trinity

Add signs to perimeter streets to alert motorists of
the presence of bicyclists and instruct behavior
such as to look for bicyclists when making right
turns
Add sharrows to all campus streets where motor
vehicles are permitted that do not have other
bicycle facilities
Add signs and ground markings to communicate to
motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians that bicyclists
are permitted to travel in both directions on these
one-way streets

Add markings to indicate where bicyclists traveling
against motor vehicle traffic should be located
General
Campus
Perimeter and
Entrances
Signage

Add signs to perimeter streets as noted

Add signs to campus entrances to communicate
that campus is a distinct environment
Campus
Entrances

Chart 6.1:

Develop a wayfinding plan for all campus signs

Signs should state “Welcome to the UT-Austin
Campus: Respect pedestrians and bicyclists / Obey
the Speed Limit / 15mph”

Summary of Level One Recommendations
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Chart 6.2:

Summary of Level Two Recommendations

Level Two Recommendations
Speedway

Participatory
events

The Blanton
Courtyard

Dean Keeton
and Speedway

General

West
Campus Access
North
South
East
Campus Perimeter
Streets

Campus Streets

Bicycle Facilities

Create a defined bicycle path along Speedway with
raised crosswalks for pedestrians and bicyclecalming design measures
Add instructional signs to path and at entrances to
the path
Work with administration at The Blanton to develop
a bicycle connection through the courtyard to
connect Speedway and Congress Avenue
The path should accommodate special uses and
needs of the courtyard
The path design should include bicycle trafficcalming measures
Follow Level One Recommendations
Create consistent bicycle lanes along Dean Keeton
(as described in Level One, Campus Perimeter
Streets)
Resolve the issue of buses crossing bicycle lanes on
Dean Keeton
Follow Level One Recommendations
Develop bicycle connections from neighborhoods to
campus that appeal to non-bicycle commuters by
providing more protection to bicyclists through
painted buffers or physical separation
Create a protected cycle track connection from the
Greenlane to campus
Working with the city, decide between 21st Street
or 24th Street for the cycle track
Follow Level One Recommendations
Follow recommendations in "Participatory Events"
for the Dean Keeton and Speedway intersection
Follow recommendations in "Participatory Events"
for the Blanton courtyard connection
Develop a bicycle connection along Manor and onto
campus via Clyde Littlefield
Follow Level One Recommendations with one
exception: to reduce vehicle speeds AND provide a
buffer for bicyclists from motor vehicles
Add bicycle lanes or sharrows to campus streets.
The goals are to provide accommodations to
bicyclists on all campus streets, to make new
bicyclists feel comfortable riding on campus, and to
communicate to campus users that bicycling is
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encouraged

Traffic Calming

Inner Campus
Drive and
Trinity

Inner Campus
Drive and
Guadalupe
Intersection

Signage

Chart 6.2:

General

All added bicycle facilities (cycle tracks, bicycle
lanes, and/or sharrows) should contribute to
forming a bicycle network on campus and
connecting to paths off campus
Add traffic calming such as road humps, raised
crosswalks, or other measures to slow vehicular
traffic on campus
Add a contraflow lane to both of these one-way
streets
Add a sharrow for the shared lane of bicycles and
vehicles
Remove parking where necessary to accommodate
the contraflow lane
Add signs to communicate to all users how to use
the space
Redesign the campus-side of Inner Campus Drive
and Guadalupe intersection to be a bicycle entrance
to campus
Reduce the lanes for motor vehicles to one--the
right side lane
Create a bicycle entrance with the left lane for
bicycles entering and exiting campus
Add other facilities and markings at this
intersection to communicate to users where
bicyclists should be traveling
Follow Level One Recommendations
Develop a comprehensive signage plan for campus
and include all transportation signs
Provide more signs around campus to instruct
pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists, and others how to
utilize spaces
Provide more signs around campus to direct
wayfinding; if new and preferred bicycle paths are
developed, direct users to these paths

Summary of Level Two Recommendations
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Chapter VII: Conclusions
CONCLUSIONS
In building infrastructure for bicycling, the network or system of paths is greater
than the sum of its parts, as other research has also supported (Pucher, Dill, & Handy,
2010). Adding a bicycle lane here and a sharrow there can have an impact on the campus
bike mode share. However, these individual parts do not create a bicycle network or a
complete bicycle program. Thus, planning and implementing bicycle infrastructure on the
UT-Austin campus should constantly focus on building a connected system.
First, establishing clear goals is necessary. Because different bicyclists have
different preferences for infrastructure, well-defined goals narrow the plan’s focus and
direct which infrastructure is most appropriate. If the goal is to accommodate current
bicyclists, recommendations and infrastructure are different than the goal of attracting
and encouraging new bicyclists. Thus, in order for campus to plan for bicyclists, it must
decide which bicyclists—current, future, or both?
After defining campus’ bicycle system goals, the first place to start is outside of
campus. Because most commute miles occur outside of campus, it is important to first
work with the city to provide better bicycle facilities and connections to campus.
Additionally, the streets outside of campus, especially the perimeter streets, sharply
contrast with interior campus streets. Strategically building or improving bicycle
infrastructure on the streets leading to campus could have a greater impact than only
focusing on streets within campus. The second priority is resolving issues within campus
identified by users at the Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus event.
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REPORT LIMITATIONS
The survey sample size was smaller than optimal. The survey sample could have
been expanded in two ways. First, the survey was only distributed in a paper version.
Utilizing a digital version could have resulted in more responses. Second, the survey was
distributed from one location on campus. The sample size and population could have
been expanded by distributing the survey from multiple locations.
The survey was a stated preference format as opposed to revealed preference.
Revealed preference route information was analyzed in the literature review from other
studies that utilized GPS tracking to analyze bicyclists’ route preferences. However,
stated preference is less reliable. Other technology that can track bicyclists’ routes is
preferable. However, the focus for this research did not require that level of precision.
The most important information from bicyclists’ routes was where they enter campus.
Furthermore the results from stated preference questions regarding route choices are
consistent with other findings.
The Mapping Conflict Areas on Campus event was held in one location on
campus, over two days. The research results could have been improved by holding this
mapping event over multiple days in various locations across campus. An online digital
mapping exercise could have been utilized additionally to provide other opportunities for
campus users to share input.
Originally, bicycle count was to be included in the report. Due to technical
complications with the bicycle count equipment, it was unable to be included. The report
could have been improved by including count data from various points on campus
collected over precise time periods.
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QUESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The recommendations included in this report represent a starting point for the UTAustin campus to increase bicycle mode share. In order for bicycling to continue to be
accommodated and encouraged on campus, a systematic approach should be developed.
While the campus environment continues to change, plans will need to be reevaluated,
altered, and new plans developed. To address the changing environment and goals of
campus, a systematic approach to adding bicycle infrastructure on campus should be
researched and implemented. Future research should address: what systematic approach
and criteria can be utilized on the UT-Austin campus to evaluate adding new bicycle
facilities?
Bicycle facilities added to campus must be subject to evaluation. The UT-Austin
campus should research and establish a system for evaluating infrastructure before and
after implementation. There are some examples in the literature of evaluating facilities
with bicycle counters; however, only one study counted streets adjacent to bicycle
facilities to investigate if bicycle facilities resulted in bicyclists to shift their routes or
resulted in more people bicycling. Future research should address: what systematic
approach and criteria can be utilized to evaluate bicycle infrastructure and programs
implemented on campus?
Finally, bicycle infrastructure is only one component of a bicycle program.
Educational initiatives and policies should coincide with implementing bicycle
infrastructure. Future research should address: what programs can coincide with the
development and implementation of infrastructure to educate users and maximize
effectiveness?
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